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GroffiIA

STATE lll1VER31'IY OOLI..EX:;EOF I»I LIBRARY
HIGiLIGlTS OF 1983-84

Form..Uation of A.B.A. required

oollection

developnent policy

Acquisit~on arrl processiTr:] of 13,157 volUJTesfor a 18% increase
available for use - a total volUJTeoount of 84,732

in lllaterials

Additional orders pla~
and ~t yet received of cq:proximately 7,367 vollllres
for a 28% total O\7erall increase in vollllre count to 92,099 vollnes
Library f~cilities
,planning for oontinued growth and user comfort yields:
30% increase III user seat inq
Increase in shelving capacity by planned use of <:mpact shelvirg
alternative
collection access plans keyed to furoirg available
design of microforms facility
redesign of technical processing area for decrease in processirg time
Developnent of Service Priority

Plan and Gifts Policy

Redefined Policy on Legal Bibliography

•

A review of the 1983-84 Library highlights
year

I

S

efforts

stx:Jws that the el1phasis of the

to rreet the College of Law's accreditation

pol icy developnent,

facilities

planning,

and materials

goals irldressed

acquisition

arrl

processing •

FOLlCYDEVEIJJPMENT
A library
quirement.

collection

'l11emain focus of our policy,

Dean arrl the faculty
for accreditation
collection

developnent policy is an A.B.A. accreditation

library

perposes,

as a first

branch, alISO

developed in o:>nsultation with the
was to acquire the rnaterials

required-

Beyond that goal we sought to augrrent the

class legal resource.

As part of our resource

federal

eemnittee,

re-

states,

goals we maintain statutory
Puerto Rico,

am

cmpilations

the virgin Islaros.

for the

Wehave the West federal,
publish a regional

national , and regtonat d"
t
:Lgess.

digest,

we have individual state

Another area of collection
collect

in depth all

materials

does not

digests.

emphasis is Georgia and the Southeast.

publications

We

~_ •. 'lb:L"sincludes practice
on Georg ta ,.~

and continuing legal education publications.

PriJrary acquisitions

this year include reports,

law reviews, and

In addition to the duplicate national reporter

treatises.
.several

Wh
ere ...est

duplicate

sets of the

set, we acquired

Georgia Suprene Court Reports and the Georgia

eou:rt of Appeals Reports.
Cathy Hall's

report describes in rrore detail

procedure of gathering back runs, missing issues,
reviews.
received

Besides the list
rrany treatise

the lTEthodologyand
and newsubscriptions

to law

of sources consulted in Nancy Johnson' s report,

suggestions fran the faculty.

we

Betty Lucas-Ford relates

•

the rranagement of ordering and processing this year.

USER FOLleY

Allocation
concentrate

of financial

and personnel resources rrake it Decessary to

on our prirrary user group.

primary patrons:

law school students.

Our user policy gives priority

faculty and staff.

users are G.S.U. students with assignITEnts requiring
bench and bar,

library

loans,

furnish

an office

ira terial

Other authorized

law library

and faculty and students of A.B.A. accredited

Faculty are encouraged to calIon
bibliographies,

the librarians

and Westlaw searches.

use, the

Ia....schools.

for assistance
In addition,

with
we will

COpyof a Georgia Code volUIIEor an office copy of

needed on a frequent basis

•
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to our

of new deve'loprrents

Notices
a current

awareness basts,

a.re

sent to the faculty on a regular and on

Wesend the faeuIt y copies
.
of LawWeek, WesUaw

news. a New Books Docket, and our library InfoI'IJRtion Series.
arrange the free subscription

to two West reporter

The bench and bar are active library users.
are in the library
major research
interns

each .day ,

projects.

are regular

staff.

At least a dozen attorneys

Nancy Johnson assisted

several law finns with
and nowthe sur.rrer

users.

Reference and collection
professional

advance sheets.

The law clerks, paralegals,

library

Wewill also

assistance

services are available

from the

Consult Nancy Johnson's report for a nore detailed

report

to students.

of assistance

GlITS FOLleY
In addition

to the plan for purchased r:nterials,

a plan fornulated

for gifts.

they will rreet our collection
be offered

material,
our overall

developrrent needs.

send it to state

collection

is important to have

Weexplain to donors that we accept gifts

to the Pullen Library.
we will

it

where

Dupli ca'te gift rmterials

rmy

Wherewe are not able to rrake use of gift
surp lus,

Weaccept only materials

that fit

goals.

Major donations came fran the Harrison Companyand the Michie Company. A
local

attorney

gave us a four foot by four foot rrodel of a trial

of cur law professors
microfiche

gave us valuable tax resources on microfiche and a

reader.

Weare actively
desiderata

scene.

list

seeking donors.

The professional

in several subject areas.
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librarians

have a

One

SUMMARy OF 00'0tS AND GIITS

NIlI!E

Materials-

Materials-

Approx.

Approx.

G. seals Aiken
Suite 1626 candler Bldg.
Atlanta, GA 30303

)lisc.

Alston &:
35 Broad
1200 C &:
Atlanta,

100 vol.s,

Judicial Council of Ga
Admin. Office of the Cts
244 Washington St, SW
Atlanta, GA
30334

500 vols.

Judge lJ..ither
Alverson
Superior Court
Atlanta, GA 30303

law

[avid H. Lanner

Trial Model

books to
fraternity

& Lanner , P.C.
41 Marietta St, NW
Atlanta, GA
30303

George J. carey
596 Manning Rd.
Marietta, GA 30064

250 vol.s,

Ben F. Johnson
1035 Clifton ne., NE
Atlanta, GA 30307

150 vols.
law reviews
pamphlets

The Michie Company
carol W. Fisher
Exec. Asst. to the
President
P.O. Box 7587
Charlottesville, VA

Ga. Codes,
treatises &
microforms

The ~aker oats Foundation
Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago, IL 60654

$1,000

Judge Richard Thibadeau
2304 Spring Creek Rd.
Decatur, GA 30033

500 vols.

Bird
St.
S Nat'l Bank
GA 30335

legal
docurrerrts

Microreader
vols.

George G. Finch
155 Club Ridge Dr.
Marietta, GA 30067

550

sam Flint

20 vols.

St. Strrons , GA
Gambrell and Russell
Theodore M. Forbes, Jr.
400 First Atlanta Tower
Atlanta, GA 30383

70 vots,

William L. Hardwick
P.O. Box 336
Fayetteville, GA 30214

350

The Harrison Conpany
3110 Crossing Park
Norcross, GA 30071

Ga. Code
treatises

Derrell Hightower
942 Belle Glade Dr.
Stone Mt., GA 30083

11

20 vols.
Eugenia Howard
4196 Sentinel Pos t Rd.NW
Atlanta, GA 30327

Alllmn

vols.

vols.

lIRtch
(Flint)

50 vols.
Webb, Fowler & Tanner
Anthony O. L. Powell
234 lJ..ickie
St.
Lawrenceville, GA 30245
Timothy Williams
SUite 306, Box 7851
2480 Windy Hill Rd.
Atlanta, GA 30357

52 vols.

liXiAL BIBLIOORAffiY
JOLlCY
In 1982-83 I taught legal bibliography classes in a day section and in an
evening section.

year class attained

an average grade of 87

examination, the faculty voted to rmke legal bibliography a

on the final
skills

After the first

course graded on a satisfactory

or unsatisfactory

basis.

we sectioned legal bibliography in order to penni t better

This fall
student-teacher

ratios and to offer nore tiJre for librarian- assistance.

Johnson and I each taught a day section.

Nancy

cathy Hall and I each taught an

evening section.
After discussing where to set the level of satisfactory

performance, we

decided the benclumrk for legal research competence should approxiJmtely equal
a grade of B.

The final examination was rigorous,

dermnst.rat.ed satis,factory
class,

failed

perforrmnce.

to achieve satisfactory

and about 170 students

ApproxiJm.tely30 students,
performance.

For those students I

offered to teach a Saturday class during the winter quarter.
the class,

and 22 received their satisfactory

15%of the

28 students took

grade.

<XlMPUTER ASSISTED RESEAROl

For lIDSt of this year we continued on the special $360jmonthWestlaw
contract

I negotiated

last year.

Whenthis contract finally

ran out in April,

our Westlaw cost rose to $630jllOnth.
In the fall

West began giving their new West's Automatic LawTerminal

(WALT)
to A.B.A. accredited law schools.
accreditation

WALT
fran West.

keys has greatly

I negotiated for G.S.U. a new, pre-

This terminal with its nany dedicated function

improvedWestlaw searching and operation.
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'!be following

chart

Stmnarizes the nonthly westlaw'

high usage peaks in January arxJ April reflect

the first

5

user's

report.

'!be

year J1EIlOrarxlum
and

law review projects.
Total
Searches
June ( 1983)

95

!bt.al Usage

9 hours 17 ainutes

55 seronds

July

106

13 hours 46 Binutes 44 seronds

August

197

15 hours 18 minutes 10 seronds

Septerrber

146

12 hours 48 aninutes 18 seconds

October

152

11 hours 46 aninutes 29 seeoods

November

183

12 hours 26 mnutes

Decerrber

210

12 hours 08 minutes 04 seronds

1349

108 hours 05 Binutes 46 seronds

February

788

63 hours 15 minutes 18 seeords

March

214

16 hours 52 minutes 55 seronds

April

818

66 hours 16 minutes 23 seronds

May

545

42 hours

January

(1984)

Lexis rroney was in the budget this year.
and other

construction

delayed

until

service

this

originally

late

in the year.

sumrer ,
allocated

for the fund transfer
Next year's

priorities,

'!berefore,

we realized
Additionally,
we transferred

make the installation.

6 minutes 51 seronds

However, due to phone problems
that any installation
construction

would be

-.ould interrupt

the por't ion of the budget

to Lexis to the purchase of treatises.
was to enploy the funds for a direct

bOOget has been funded

15 seconds

'!be main reason

accreditation

for Lexis and we anticipate

being

need.

able to

'lEE mUECTICN

we

the year at a oount of awroximately 84,732 volL1ll!s and

are cloom,

volure equivalents.
vollEeS.

This cnrpares with June 1983 library

In 1982-83, our first

year of operation,

resources of 71,575

we started with a basic

collectLon of 39,212.
The addition
law library

this year of OI7er13,157 volumes is well abcNe average for

acquisitions.

Our

even higher Itlen materials
duplicate

national

ordered this year are delivered.

reporter

c:Ner 5,000 additional

volume count frem this year's

activity

will

g:J

For exanple, a

set, ordered but rot yet received, will brin:!

volumes.

Likewise, Con:!ressional materials

on order

anount to several thousands of volumes.
This process of o:>llection developrent has taken an all-out
librarian

invested at least

and placement of ~rders.

to order verification

effort.

Each

three nonths >lOrth of time in the identification

The rest of the staff

dedicated a great deal of time

and processing.

LIBRARY
INSPECTICNS
One measure of the effectiveness

collection

pl.annirq , aOO

develOfJllent was our success in prepar irq for and pass irq 1:1010

inspections.
inspection

of our policy formulation,

In the early part of the year the A.B.A. made their
visit

to the law school.

first

Later in the year an inspector

fran the

Govet1ll1er1tPrintin:J Office inspected the new qovernrnent; documents depository
at the law library.
'Ibe A.B.A. team found the library
A.B.A. a=reditation
total

standards,

law school effort

aM dedication

and cited

contained the titles

required by the

'Ibis team also found the staff
in particular

to cpals.
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their

geared to the

high educational

level

After studying the library budget, the A.B.A. teao suggested that funding
for books ought to be increased to penni t rmre rapid growth of the collection
and to allow the capacity to respond to continuing inflation.

The University

responded with an iJrrnediateincrease above and beyond the 8Il'OUIIt
suggested by
the A.B.A.
The inspector of the law library government depository pointed out that
by acquiring depository status the law library joined a select group of less
than 1% of all U.S. libraries.

The inspector's averall rating of 5 excellents

and 2 goods affinns that we are off to a strong start.

The inspector's full

evaluation is attached to the report of Nancy Johnson, our librarian
responsible for government documents.
LIBRARY FACILITIES
Work on the l~brary addition has gone on all year.
funding possibilities

CArr

planning for

covered different floor plans and shelf plans.

move planning has looked at the best arrangement of the books.

Detailed

We also

submitted bid specifications for compact shelving.
The IIDve to the new addition will take place after June 9. Coopact
shelving will be installed in late September.
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law Library Personnel 1983-84

Orrin Walker
law Librarian

B.A., Florida State University (1968)
M.A., Florida State University (1970)
M.S. (Library). Florida State University (1971)
J.D., Mercer University (1978)

Nancy P. Johnson
Reference Librarian

B.A., Marycrest College (1971)
M.L.S., University of Illinois (1972)

catherine M. Hall
Circulation Librarian

B.A., University of california, L.A. (1972)
M.A., University of London (1974)
M.L.S., University of california, L.A. (1979)

Elizabeth A. Lucas-Ford B.A., Indiana University (1973)
Tech Services Librarian M.L.S., Indiana University (1981)
Jack E. Miller
Library Tech Assistant

B.A., '!be University of the South (1970)
M.A., Tulane University (1974)
Ib.D., Tulane University (1980)

Jocelin L. Hacka thcrn
Library Tech Assistant

B.A., Ohio State University (1977)
J.D., Marshall-WytheSchool of Law,
College of William and Mary (1980)

Richard D. Curry
Library Tech Assistant

B.A., ColumbusCollege (1975)

Linda B. Vincent
Accounting Assistant
Ruth M. PeIUn
Data Entry

B.A., Georgia State University (1984)

Jim Hickey
Library Assistant

A.B., Harvard (1976)
M.L.S., University of Alabama (1980)

Dixie L. Hobby
Senior Secretary

A.B., DeKalbJunior College (1970)

TO:

Orr in Walker

FROM:

Catherine

RE:

Annual

DATE:

May 25, 1983

I.

Circulation

M. RaIl

Repor t

Functions:

The Circulation staff has three .distinct areas of responsibility (a)
collection utilization,
b) collection maintenance, and c) interlibrary
loan/lending.
The staff currently consists of a librarian
one FTE
library technical assistant, and 2 FTE student assistants. 'During the
school term the circulation desk is staffed the ninety-one (91) hours a
week that the Law Library is open. During intersession periods the desk
is staffed fifty (50) hours a week.
A.

Collection

Utilization

1. As a new law library, we have no history of use patterns - who uses
the library,
when, for what purposes, what items are checked out, etc.
Much of our effor t this year has been directed at establishing base line
figures on use from which we can draw comparisons in future years. The
law school began the year with 205 first year students.
This is the
group we consi.der our core user communi.ty.. It became apparent very
early in the year, however, that various other Georgia State University
academic departments draw heavily on law library materials for regular
curriculum assignments.
Our heaviest GSU users appear to come from the
Business Administr ation 842 and International Law cour ses, the Commer cial
Music course, Legal Studies courses, Public Administration, Criminal
Justice and School Law courses. During the year various GSU faculty
members from these departments have reserved the large Law Library
reading room to conduct orientation sessions for their students. Other
faculty members have arranged to borrow Law Library items for use in
their classrooms.
The Law Library has kept statistics on library use by collecting turnstile activity figures from the counter attached to our security system.
This records each entrance or exit of an individual from the Law Library.
For the period September, 1982 through April, 1983, a total of 71,134
indIviduals have used the Law Library (if one entrance and one exit
equal one user)
[See Appendix A for a monthly statistical breakdown].
ObViously these statistics are of value only as a general indicator. The
majority of library users make more than one entrance and exit daily.
However, these figures will give us a source of comparison for future
changes in library use patterns.

Page 2

On March 7, 1983 we initiated a mandatory sign-in procedure for all library
users that are not GSU law students. This procedure was developed to provide specific information on who uses the Law Library and when. In the last
21 days of March 700 users were recorded and in April 1399 users were recorded.
Caution must be exercised in comparing these figures with the turnstile activity figures, ~s each indiVidual is required to sign-in only upon
their initial entrance into the Law Library each day. The majority of these
recorded users are GSU undergraduate or graduate students _ 324 of the 700
recorded in March (46%) and 822 of the 1399 recorded in April (59%).
(See
Appendix B for fur ther breakdown of user categories).
2. Since we opened in September, 1982, one thousand three hundred and fifty
five (1355) volumes have circulated to authorized GSU card holders.
(See
Appendix C for monthly statistics).
This figure may appear low, however,
the majority of volumes in the collection do not circulate.
As a result of the return of circulated items after their due date, we have
collected $362.95 in fines and overdue processing fees. (See Appendix D
for Circulation Policy statement).
In addition, there is an outstanding
balance of $256.30 in fines, fees and book replacement charges for 15 items
which have remained overdue for longer than four (4) weeks.
3. In September a Reserve Collection was set up for high use titles in the
first year curriculum.
Items for two non-law classes were added in the
Winter quarter - Business Administration 842 and Commercial Music.
These
materials have circulated 2,547 times since September.
(See Appendix E for
monthly statistics).
4. Several security problems have arisen during the year. Two thefts of
wallets and three thefts of student's notes took place in the library.
Only one set of notes (those of a Business Administration student) were recovered.
One student was stopped with a Law Library item when the security
system alarm sounded.
All four librarians have discussed the need for a
set of security procedures so that all Law Library personnel know how to
respond to a situation properly. The Law Librarian has indicated that he
will draw up the procedures.

B.

Collection

Maintenance

Collection maintenance incorporates four operations
1) maintaining the
stack areas,
2) space planning and collection shifting,
3) updating legal
materials, and 4) binding.
1. The shelving of all Law Library materials is kept up-to-date on a daily
basis.
Due to the limited number of student assistant hours available to
assist with circulation activities and the high use of large sets of law
materials
such as the national reporters, library users are requested to
reshelve ~he materials they use. Therefore we do not collect statistics
on the number of items reshelved.
One thorough shelf reading project was
undertaken this year to assure that items are in their proper sequence.
Various smaller segments of the collection, which are heavily used (e.g.,
Georgia materials) are checked regularly.

2. During FY 1982-83 the Circulation staff conducted two major shifts
in the collection - one in December, 1982, and the second in April-May,
1983.
These shifts were required in order to incorporate several large,
new sets (e.g., the digests to national reporters) and to provide additional room in the most active growth areas of the collection.
Space
will be at a premium next year. We anticipate the need for continuous
minor shifts throughout the year to accomodate new materials in the
interim period prior to completion of the Library extenstion.
During
the past year we have worked with the University Architect regarding
the number, type, and placement of the new shelving for the extension to
the Lihrary.
Similar work has also been done with regard to microform
storage.
3. The Circulation staff is also responsible for updating the materials
in the collection, this includes the filing of looseleaf service updates
and of pocket parts for bound volumes. When the Law Library commenced
operation last fall, it inherited a six months backlog in looseleaf
filing from the Pullen Library.
As this backlog did not consist simply
of unfiled materials, but included a number of sets filed out of sequence,
the Circulation LTA was required to spend the first three months of her
employment bringing this material up do date. At least one set (CCH's
Unemployment
Insur ance Repor ter) was completely replaced by the publisher
at no cost, because the filing was too far behind to correct.
In April
we began collecting statistics on the number of looseleaf service updates
and pocket parts received and filed each month.
Looseleaf
April
May

Service Updates

Pocket Parts

198
203

284
241

Since bringing this material up-to-date in January, the staff has maintained
the services on a current basis without accumulating backlogs.
Similarly,
there are no backlogs in pocket-part filing.
4. During FY 1982-83 the Binding Section of Pullen Library has co(ntin)ued
to process all law volumes for binding. Five hundred eighty two 582
volumes have been sent to ·Pullen for processing; of these two hundred
fifty nine (259) have been returned.
We have concentrated on binding
older, worn volumes in need of repair and gift titles (e.g., periodical
titles and large sets).
Objectives

FY83-84

- develop procedures to allow us to assume complete
responsibility
for all phases of the binding
operation without additional staff
- continue to work through the collection locating
items in need of repair/rebinding
- work through periodical
as they are completed

section binding volumes

C.

Inter-Library

Loan/Lending

For the first six months of this fiscal year inter-library/loan
(ILL)
requests for law materials were primarily received via Pullen's InterLibrary Loan Section.
As the library community became aware of the separation of the Law Library from Pullen, requests began to be received
directly.
On March 15, 1983, the Law Library staff was trained on the
automated Inter-Library Loan subsYstem of ocrC. On that date we began
to receive ILL requests on-line. As the ILL request statistics below
demonstrate, April was much busier than previous months. We expect the
OCLC ILL subsystem to continue to contribute to an increase in our
lending activities.
The Law Library has maintained a twenty-four hour
turn around time for filling requests.
Forty-six requests have been received since September; of these, five
were not filled due to our lending policy restrictions or to the fact
that we no longer own the item. (See Appendix F for monthly statistics
and a list of requesting libraries.) Nine requests were received from
Atlanta law firms and corporate libraries, two from state offices, four
from federal courts, and twenty-two from Georgia colleges and universities.

II.

Collection

Development

I am responsible for three areas of collection
periodicals,
international law, and legal history.
A.

development

_

Periodicals

The Law Library began FY 1982-83 with two hundred eighteen (218) periodical titles transferred from Pullen's collection.
One hundred fifty
eight (158) of the titles transferred were active, sixty (60) were inactive or ceased titles. During the year two titles were transferred back
to Pullen and one title (New York University Law Review) was transferred
to the Law Library.
We received the backfiles of five (5) periodical
titles in the tax area as gifts. In addition we purchased one hundred
and three (103) periodical backfiles in microform.
New subscriptions
have been placed for one hundred and thirth five (135) titles. These
titles represent current subscriptions for the tax gift titles, the microform backfile titles, and forty eight (48) new titles. Our goal has been
to collect the top two hundred (200) titles listed in Maru's citation
analysis of legal periodicals.
(See Appendix G for the complete listing.)
However, we have not ordered state bar journals for states outside our
region or a few selected highly specialized titles, (i.e., Rocky Mountain
Mineral Law Institute).
Due to the time lag between placing periodical
subscription orders and the receipt of the first issue, only five new
titles have been received thus far.
Currently the Law Library does not have a periodical list with our holdings
information for public use. We are soliciting a cost estimate for procurring such a list from the Faxon Company, our primary periodical vendor.

We provide a current awareness service for the faculty. by distributing
a photocopy of the table of contents of periodicals received each week.
Comparative

Statistics

Maru citation

analysis

Title listed
Titles

ordered

278
or owned

210

75% cover age

Index to Legal Periodicals
Titles

listed

448

Titles

owned at beginning of year

Backf ile titles added

28%

84

New subscriptions
Total

125

129

in Law Libr ary at end of year 253

57%

Legal Resources Index
Titles

listed

Titles

owned at beginning of year

Backfile

773

titles added

Objectives

20%

90

New subscriptions
Total

146

115

in Law Library at end of year 261

36%

FY 1983-84

- develop a complete listing of Law Library periodicals
with holdings information for public use
- share our periodicals
area libraries

list with Pullen and other

- increase the number of periodical titles received
and the number of per iodical backfiles received

B.

International

Law

A "quick and dirty" list of international law materials was developed
for the Dean on short notice for use as a basis for soliciting contributions to augment the library's collectin.
Since submitting this list
we have checked it against our holdings.
Very few of these titles are
in our collection.
We have initiated discussion with the Pullen Library's
Collection Development staff to transfer the International Law titles
from the JX classified section of Pullen's collection to the Law Library.
We are hoping to negotiate an August transfer date if the negotiations
are successfully
completed.
This will provide the Law Library with a
sound basic collection which could be substantially augmented if additional money became available.
C.

Legal

History

A list of Anglo-American
Legal history materials was developed for
Professor Hogue and Dean Johnson.
This list is of a very different
character than the International Law list. It was developed over a
longer period and utilized information from the Library of Congress's
on-line catalog as well as the AALS list of Law Books Recommended for
Law Schools and publisher's catalogs. As the library already owns a
large number of titles in this area, I developed an additional list of
what we already own for Professor Hogue's use in reviewing the desiderata
list.
Objectives:

FY 1983-84

- continue to develop international law and
legal history desiderata files for possible
futur e pur chase as gift monies become available
- continue
national

III.

to add basic legal history and interlaw materials to the collection

Miscellaneous
During the year

daily basis

J

I have participated

in reference

service

on a

and have assisted in the training of law students on WESTLAW.

I have also developed detailed job descriptions for myself, the
Circulation LTA, and the circulation student assistants.
(See Appendix
H) •

During the year I attended an Interlibrary Loan Workshop at Mercer
University,
an Automated Library System (SIRSI) Program at West Georgia
College, two WESTLAW training sessions, and an OCLC Interlibrary Loan
Subsystem Training session.
The Circulation LTA, Jocelin Hackathorn
also attended the OCLC/Interlibrary Loan Subsystem session.

APPENDIXA
Law Library
Turnstile
Activity

Month

September

1982

Users
Turnstile
Daily Activity

4,195

381

10,384

335

11,526

397

2,663

156

12,567

433

11 ,646

416

March

8,213

265

April

9,940

331

71,134

339

October
November
December
January
February

TOTAL:

1983

APPENDIXB
Law Library

Users

(Non GSU Law Students)
March
(21 days)
TOTAL
Daily

700

April

(30 days)

33

1399
47

98

163

324

822

UGA

2

11

Emory

o

11

John Marshall

5

Gear gia

Tech

7

5

Atlanta

University

6

10

14

24

22

23

Aver age

TYPE OF USER
Attorney

/Firm

GSU Student

Morris
Paralegal

Brown
School

APPENDIX C
Circulation Statistics

Circulated
Volumes
September, 1982 (10 days)
October
November
December
January, 1983
February
March

48

207
235
52
168
295
179

April

171

TOTAl:

1355

Orrin Walker

'10:

FlO!:

cathy Hall

HE: Annual Report
!MIT:
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31, 1984

Circulation

Functions:

The.Ci:culation sta~f added an additional area of responsibility this
year.- b1nd1ng n~ law 11hrary materials and those needing repair.
The staff
cont1nues to be respons1ble for a) collection utilization
b) collection
~intenance,
and c) interlibrary loan/lending.
In additi~~ I have the added
responsibility
of tea?hing one of the sections of Legal Bibliography in the
Fall quarter.
Full-tune staffing levels have renained constant at one
librarian
(IFTE) and one library technical assistant (lFTE); however, student
assistant staff1ng levels have increaseq to approximately 2.5 FTEfroo last
year's 2 FTE. This increase has imprOVedour service by expediting shelving
and filing and by assuring backup desk coverage throughout the day.
A.

Collection

Utilization

Our core user community,the law school's students increased froo 205 to
407 wi!:h the entrance of the second class.' Expansion into the n€\Olibrary
facilities
L~is summerwill provide over 300 seatS'which should more than
satisfy our requirerrents for the next few years. Wecontinue to be used by
large number-sof non-law GSUstudents particularly fran the Business
AcIl'linistration, Comnercial Music, Criminal Justice, Legal Studies and Pub.li.c
Administration programs. To assist the class in Coornercial Music we have set
up a Reserve section for cases required by the students.
le also conducted
tours and introductory lectures for GSUstudents and students froo Atlanta
University during the year.
Library use statistics
have been kept by using the turnstile counter on
our security system. For the period Hay, 1983 through April. 1984. a total
of 128,378 individuals used the LawLibrary (assUMingone entrance and exit
equal one user).
This compareswith 71,134 for the eight mnth period _
September. 1982 to April. 1983. The equivalent eight rmnth period this year
totaled 83,373.
[See AppendixA for a rmnthly statistical
breakdown. 1 These
statistics
serve as a general indicator. for the rmjori ty of Librar-y users
make more than one entrance and exit per day. Nonetheless they do illustrate
an increase in library use during the year.
This year we continued the rrandatory sign-in requirer:ent for all Law
libraI"i> users that are not GSUlaw students. GSUstudents and attorneys
make
the two largest user categories.
The average daily attendance
by ron-law students ranged fran 26 to 63. February and Maywere the rosiest
months. [See Appendix B for a further breakdownof user categor-i.es, ]
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~ing
the period May, 1983 to April, 1984, two thCl.lsand nine hundred
fiftY~l.ght
(2,958) volm:es circulated
to authorized GSLcard holders.
While
this f1gure appears Ioe , it should be recognized that tbe I!Jl.jority of the
collection
does not cir-culatn,
[See Appendix C for IrDn!hl.y statistics.]
As a result
of the return of circulated
iteJIIS after their due date we
collect~
$416.84 in fines and overdue processing fees.
There 1s
outstandl.ng balance of $268.60 in fines, overdue fees and book replacerrent
charges for items overdue longer than four weeks.

:w

Reserve items circulated
2,009 t~s
in the past
10'0 figure as nany reserve transactions
were probably
statistics
sheet.
[See Appendix D.]

year.
'Ibis is a very
not recorded on the

We are still
without a policy or procedures for the seuri ty system.
A
set of procedures was written this year based on Pul.Len ' s procedures and was
. given approval by the Faculty Law Library Cocnittee.
However, as the policy
was being forwarded to the Dean, University adcinistrators
infon:Ed Pullen not
to continue with their policies.
A revised security policy will be devised
during the coering year.
Only one security problem arose this year which
resulted
in the be.rring of a private individual,
not affiliated
with the
Universi ty, from Law library use.
The GSUSecurity force was infornEd of this
bar and escorted the tndt vual f ron the premises.
Mr. 1i~lk.er had a subsequent
meeting with this individual,
and reiterated
the library use ban,

B.

Collection

Maintenance

1.
Collection
maintenance incorporates
four operations 1.) rmintaining the
stack areas,
2) space planning, 3) updating legal J1llteria:D..s, and 4) binding.
The shelving of all law library IllIl.terials continues to be kept up-to-date
on a
daily basis.
2.
During the year the Circulation
staff continuously shifted segments of
the collection
to rreet growth requi rerent.s , In our present location we have
virtually
filled
the stacks to capacity.
Wi:h the comple~ion of the library
addition
and the installation
of two compact shelving lL~i1t.sat the end of the
surmer , this problem will be alleviated.
A great deal of till'f2 was devoted this year to space planning for the new
addition.
Mr. Walker and I visited the factory of the Space Saver Co. In Fort
Atkins
Wisconsin and two library installations
with ccrpact shelving in
Indian~ and Wisconsin.
We determined that collection
~h
could only be
provided by utilizing
compact shelving in the new addi tiOJ?'
!we:> compact units
wi! be installed
initially
along with three regular shel V1.I1g um ts:
TIllS.
should provide growth for the next several years.
Due to a delay In ~ettl.ng
the shelving contract,
the compact shelving ..Ul not be installed
untll late
in the sur.rner term.
'Ibis will necessitate
1:';10 roves of tile ool Iect ion.
We
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will have to vacate the space opposite the Circulation Desk by June 18th in
orde~ for the ~tractor
to begin work on the faculty office area. Therefore
we w111 tefIIlOranly !lDvermterials into the addition from June 9th to 12th.
Later in the SUIlIller,after all the shelving is installed we will rmke the
pernanent collection shift.
At that tirre we plan to incorporate grorth space
throughout the stacks and thereby avoid shifting materials in the near future.
3.
The Circulation staff is also responsible for updating materials in the
collection - this includes the filing of looseleaf service updates, pocket
parts for bound volumes and replacerrent bound volurres for advance sheets.
We
began the year with 92 looseleaf service for which 2,942 updates were filed.
The Circulation LTAdoes the majority of the filing wit~ the assistance of a
student assistant (.5 FTE)assigned exclusively to filing.
Wemaintain
looseleaf services in a completely up-to-date basis, unless missing updates
have to be claimed from the publishers.
A numberof additional looseleaf
services have been ordered this year and it will require additional student
assistant hours to maintain our current .filing status next year. Four
thousand six hundred eighty-eight (4,688) pocket parts ....
ere also received and
filed.
[See Appendix E.]
4.
In July, 1983 Pullen transferred all bindery operations for law library
materials to the LawLibrary. Nine hundred sixty-two (962) items were sent to
the bindery this year. Of that total three hundred and six (306) volumes were
periodicals.
As of May14, 1984, nine thousand six hundred and twenty-nine
dollars and fifty seven cents ($9,629.57) nas been expended for binding.
Objectives FY84-85
- develop a security policy and procedures
- update looseleaf services list
- movethe collection and spread it out to allow growth
throughout the collection
- provide location guides and signs to acquaint users with the
new locations of material
II.

Interlibrary

Loan/Lending

One hundred sixty six (166) IlL requests have been received this year.
Of these eighty eight (88) were received via OCLC
carputer network and seventy
eight (78) via ALAloan fOImS. Fifty three :equests were for perfodicaI
photocopies, bri.nging in one hundred forty SlX dollars and forty cents
($146 40) in photocopy and service charges. Seventeen requests were not
filled.
A large numberof requests were for rmterials on Chinese Law.
The IIDst unusual request that we were able to fl.ll was for
Church and Lawi.n the Balkan Penninsula during the ottoman Rule,
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[See Appendix F. J

borrowed by Florida State Universi ty.
II 1.

Cbllectioo

DevelOj:llrEnt

I am responsible for three areas of collection
legal history and internatiOGB.l law.
1.

deveIopnerrt _ periodicals,

Periodicals

Throughout the year I have worked on a project to order the COIlplete
backfiles of periodical titles for which we only had current holdings. An
order for apprcxirra tely $52,000 was subnitted for 1,700 hardcopy vol.urres ,
Additionally, roicroform backfiles were ordered for every law periodical
available in that format. not already owned, Through these efforts we should
fully satisfy any AAlBstandards for periodical holdings. Wealso ordered a
number of new periodicals and added the Current law Index to our reference
collection.
j

These rmterials have just begun to arrive in the library.
Dre to our
current shortage of shelVing space, we will have to wait until later in the
fall to be able to catalog and process all of this rmterial.
Wehave also
made the periodical collection rore accessible' with the production of a
periodical list from our cataloging tapes. Copies of this list have been
distributed
to the faculty, "to area law libraries, and are also located
throughout the library.
Wee.Lsohave continued our service to law faculty of
photocopying the table of eorrtents of newperiodical issues and routing them
to the faculty each week.
Cor!parative statistics
Maru citation

analysis

Index
Titles
Ti tIes
Ti tIes

listed
278
owned at end 82-83
ordered or OIIDed end 83-84

210
232

83.5%coverage

125
140

28%coverage
31%

Index to Legal Periodicals
Ti tles listed
448
Ti t les OIIDed at end of 82-83
Titles ordered or OIIDed end 83-84
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!-§'al Resources Index & Current LawIndex
Titles
Titles
Titles

listed
773
cwned at end of 82-83
146
ordered or o;med end 83-84 378

2. International

20% coverage
48%

Lawand Legal History

With the additional acquisition funds provided to the librBJ1- budget this
spring, I have purchased mterials
from all areas of mternattona.l lao and
legal history.
Wewere partiCUlarly lacking reference/index oaterial for the
treaty series transferred from Pullen Library this year. All of the u'X
materials on international law (not including international relations) were
transferred from Pullen last SUIJ1TIer.
The total addition to the Law library
was some 2,048 volumes.
As a result of the increase in our. acquisi tion budget, I have spent the
greater part of the past three nonths concentrating on ordering nterials
for
the library.
In particular I have searched the 1980-83 Current P~blications
in Legal and Related Fields for newmaterials •. I have also checked the
bibliographies of incomingrrater-Ia'l for additional titles.
The pr irra ry
problem; with this acquisition effort, however, is our inability to my
serial publications in any numbersince we are not guaranteed har: noney in
the CCX'1ing
years' budgets to cover the upkeep costs.
This is 8C.I!'Ething
that
needs to be addressed in future acquisition budgets as a priority concern.
Objectives 84-85
- provide additional

space for law periodicals

- update the law periodicals

in microfo~ list

- update the law looseleaf services list
- continue developing desiderata
history

files for international

la~ and legal

IV. Miscellaneous
Wealso have developed a locator for the circulation desk which lists the
major titles
in the library and the row on which they are located. This has
proven particularly
popular with students.
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This year I began teaching a section of Legal Bibliography for first
year law stu~ents. Dur-ing the fall quarter I concentrated my tiJre on
this course ~n an effort to provide timely feedback to the students on their
library exercises. Next year I would like to develop my own exercises for the
class and also hope to develop a COIlputerassisted instruction program on the
Blue Book citation format.
During the year I also have participated in reference service on a daily
basis and have assisted in the training of law students in WESTLAW.
I attended an Atlanta Bar ASSOCiation continuing education program on
International Business Transactions; a program on International Law Materials
in Austin Texas at the University-of Texas Law School; the American Library
Association annual convention in Los Angeles; and the American Historical
Association convention in San Francisco. I also have attended the meetings of
the Atlanta Law Library Association.
.
Objectives FY 84-85Acquire the circulation subsyst~
Pullen obtains it.

for the tlankato Online Catalog when

Value of Mankato Online Circulation System,
- uses hardware already on campus (i ,e, the UNIVAC 1100); key personnel
at the GSU Computer Center have ~eed to the use and maintenance of
the UNIVAC and the Mankato software). The use of the ADOO terminal
will result in efficient use of hardware, reduce training time and
increase convenience for patrans and staff.
- makes full use of our machine-readable information
- reduces staff time for processing overdue notices and fine notices
- provides a variety of accurate statistics on items circulated,
overdues, renewals, reserve ite~ use, etc.
- provides capacity for varied loan periods for different users or types
of rnaterial.
- provides integration of user information and collection information
- provides the basis for a cost-effective in~entory system.utilizing a.
portable wand and recorder opt.Ion,wtnch wi lI generate List.sof mi ss i ng
items for searching and possible replacement.
~ -,,".
tnromatfon
between Pullen and Law on item
- provides resourcc-<><=r~ng.
~~.
availabili ty •

Appendix A

Law Library Users
Month

Turnstile

May, 1983

ActiVity

10,775

Turnstile Activity
(daily)
348

June

5,595

187

July

6,916

223

August

8,350

269

Sept.

8,444

281

OCtober

13,772

444

Nov.

14,314

477

Dec.

5,503

290

14,795

510

February

15,468

533

Harch

11,077

357

April

13;368

446

128,378

363

January,

1984

TOTAL
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Appendix C
Circulation Statistics

Month

Circulated Volumes

May, 1983

269

June

98

July

392

Aug.

413

Sept.

187

Oct.
•

226

Nov.

251

Dec.

92

Jan. 1984

293

Feb.

337

March

236.

April

164

TOTAL

2,958

Appendix D

.'

Reserve Collection Statistics
Month

Reserves
Total

Dl.ily

259

8

June

97

3

July

68

2

Aug.

189

6

Sept.

187

6

May. 1983

n

Total

OCt.

.298

Nov.

515

17

Dec.

66

3

Jan, 1984

360

12

Feb.

449

16

March

248

8

April

173

6

'roTAL

2,909

--

;

10

.

..

APFmDIX F
INTER-LIBRARY LOAN
ILrnDIn:;

0CLc

A.L.A.

'roTAL

7

4

11

3

5

8

4

6

10

2

9

11

5

3

8

10

7

17

10

7

17

4

2

6

12

4

16

14

10

24

14

17

31

3

4

7
168

May, 1983
June
July
August

Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

Jan. 1984
Feb.

March
April

TO: Orrin Walker
FRCM: catherine M. Hall
RE: Annual Report - 1984/85
~TE:

I.

May 17, 1985

Circulation

Functions

The Circulation Staff is responsible for four distinct areas within the
Law Library's operations 1) collection maintenance, 2) binding, 3) collection
utilization, and 4) interlibrary loan/lending. The staff ranains at one
librarian, who is also responsible for collection development and reference
activities and for teaching a section of Legal Bibliography, and one FTE
Library Technical Assistant. The staff has not increased since the Law
Library opened in 1982. The number of student assistant hours utilized by the
Criculation Section has increaSed significantly this year in order to meet the
increased work load in the Circulation area. This year we have had
approximately 3.5 FTE student assistant hours. Despite this increase
maintaining the looseleaf filing, shelving, and shelfreading of the library's
collection in an orderly and current manner ranains the rrost pressing problem
for the Circulation Section.
As the following statistical summary illustrates, all areas within the
Circulation Section's responsibility experienced substantial increases during
the past year. As the remainder of this report will illustrate, we are
understaffed and the condition of the collection is beginning to reflect
this fact. In addition to the .5 FTE Library Assistant I to be added to
Circulation's staff on July 1, 1985, we need one FTE Library Assistant II or
III to adequately handle the work load and maintain the collection in good
condition.
STATISTICAL SUMMARY
ACTNI1Y

INCREASE OVER PRIOR YEAR

LCXlSELEAF SERVICE FILING
BINDING
WRNSTlLE

63%
157%

COUNT OF USERS

35%

SIGNIN SHEET USER COUNT
rAW FIRM/ATTORNEY CATEl3ORY)

20%
58%

INTERLIBRARY

97%

A. Collection

LCl'IN/LENDING

Maintenance

Collection maintenance incorporates two functions 1) maintaining the
stack areas and space planning and 2) updat i.nq leg~l mater~als. .~
canplete
Shifts of the Library's collection were requ1r~ th1s year 1n add1t10n to a
number of minor shifts to accaocxlate new mater Lal.s, In June the ground floor

- 2 lev,:,lof the libr';lrywas vacated so that construction of the new faculty
offlces could begln. As a result the entire cOllection had to be moved to the
mez~anlne leve~. In September, after the compact shelving was installed, the
enure col.LectIon had to be shifted again. These moves required a
cons~derable ~umber of staff and student man-hours and were ccmpleted by
c Ios Lnq the ,llbrary for a few days in June. As with any major rrove, parts of
the colle?tlon were dis~pted and as a result the collection needs a thorough
shelfreadlng to be cert.ain that each iten is in the correct sequence.
DJe to
the heavy demands that rcutine reshelving and the shelving of new materials
place on our student assistant schedule, we have not been able to undertake
this project this year. The rapid growth of the collection has already
necessitated regular shifting of the collection in order to acoomodate this
growth. This constant shifting is usually performed by the student assistants
and is a further impediment to cur canpleting a thorough shelfreading. This
year plans were drawn up to add an additional 9,744 linear feet of shelving in
two phases over the next two years (See Appendix G). The failure of the
Plant department to locate the available shelving on campus has delayed
implementation of this expansion until the next report year.
B.

Updating Legal Materials

The updating of materials in the collection presents the major problen
in the Circulation Section. OUr receipts of looseleaf serice filing increased
this year from 3,347 pieces to 5,477 for an increase of 63%. DJring the first
two years of our operation, we managed to keep looseleaf filing on a current
basis with the staff available and were frequently canplimented particularly
by the attorneys using the collection for this. Despite increases in the
student budget, which primarily welTe directed at hiring students to help with
the filing we have fallen behind and the prospects for improving this situation
are not good at this time. The library continues to add looseleaf services
and other serial publications which require the filing of pocket palTts, which
now stand at about 5,495 itans per yearI, and we can expect the workload in
this area to continue to increase. Student assistant hours are irregular
particularly during exam periods and quarter breaks. DJrIing these periods the
filing beoames backlogged further and it frIequently takes a month or two to
recover. In order to maintain these services in a timely manner, it is highly
desireable to add an additional full-time staff menber to assist the L~ in
maintaining the servi ces, Updating the pocket part supplenents, and identifying
items for binding and shelf reading.
C.

Binding

The increase in the size of the law library's collection has also led to
an incrIease in the binding of materials. Last year 582 pieces were sent to
the bindery compared to 1,496 pieces sent this yealT. This represents an
incrIease of 157%. This figure will also increase next year as we a~e
presently adding applToximately 200 periodical titles to the collectlon
D. Collection Utilization
Library use statistics have been kept by using the turnstile counter on
the security system. For the period May, 1984 through April, 1985, a total of
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173,348 individuals u~ing the LawLibrary (assumingthe entrance and exit
equals one user).
TIns canpares with 128,378for the canparable period last
year and repr?se~ts an increase of 35 percent. (See AppendixD for a
monthly, statIstIcal
breakdown.) These statistics serve as a general
indicator, for the majority of library users makeJIDrethan one entrance and
exi t per day. However,they do illustrate an increase in library use during
the year.
The core user camrunity, the LawSchool's students, increased fran 407 to
491 with the entrance of the third class and graduation of the first students.
Expansion into the mezzaninelevel last summerexpandedour seating capacity
to over 300. Use by GSUstudents other than law students incresed slightly
this year fran 7,298 to 7,842 for an increase of 7 percent. Wecontinue to be
used primarily by CommercialMusic, Criminal Justice, Business Administration,
Legal Studies, Poli tical Science and Public Administration students. Tours
and group lectures have been provided for individual classes thrcughout the
year.
Wecontinue the mandatorysign-in requiranent for all law library users
who are not GSUlaw students. GSUstudents and attorneys continue to makeup
the two largest categories of users. This year 18,391 individuals signed in
to use the LawLibrary canpared to 15,360 last year for an increase of 20
percent. The use of the library by law finns and attorneys acccunted for the
majority of this growth. Use in this category increased 58 percent fran 5,017
to 7,920. GSUstUdent use essentially ranained constant with last year's use
patterns.
(See AppendixD for further infonnation on the various categories
of users .) October 1984and ApJ?il1985were the busiest monthsthis year , and
Septanber and Decanber 1984were the least active. Durinq the past year,
3,073 vollnnes circulated to authorized GSUcard holders. This figure is
slightly increased fl!an last year. (See AppendixE.) This increase in use
by the legal communityplaces a particular burden on the staff, for the user
grcup as a whole tends to leave materials about the library rather than shelve
than.
D.

Inter-Library

Loan/Lending

Inter-library
loan/lending represents another activity which increased
sharply this year. Three hundred, twenty-five requeats were received this
year canpared to 166 last year for an increase of 97 percent. Requests
received on the OCLC
computerized library network increased fran 88 to 225 for
a 256 percent increase. Wecan expect this ~ource of ILL requests t? continue
to increase as our collection grows. One-third of the requests received were
for photocopies of law reviews and other non-c~rculating it~ .. Thi~ activity
r equires considerable staff time for phot.ocopyi.nq
and prepanng mvoaces ,
The majority of the ILLrequests are received fran libraries in GeOl;,gia
with Tennessee, Alabama,and Florida fol Icwirq , Requests have been receaved
for libraries in twenty-five states during the year.
II.

Periodicals

Development

Onceagain this year I workedon a project to ?rd?r n~ periodical ~itles
and the backfiles for each. Approximately$40,000 in InVOiceswere submitted

- 4 this year. OUrgoal has been to order virtually every title in the Index to
Legal Periodicals, as well as newly formedlaw reviews. Mostof this material
has been stored in the Receiving Roan pending the availability of cataloging
staff to catalog and process the periodicals.
Howevera project to canplete
the cataloging of all periodical titles will be undertaken in May1985 to
alleviate this situation.
International

Law

Oneof mymajor a<XJ.uisitionsprojects this year was to purchase $25,000
of international law materials under a grant receiVed by Professor Lanier.
This sumrepresents an increase above the amountsthe LawLibrary
tradi tionally spends on for international materials. The EulO"cpean
Canrrunity
collection was augumentedthis year, as werematerials on the business law
of individual countries of the world.

Georgia. State University
a unit of the university system of georgia

university pllU
IUlnla, georgia 30303-3092
college
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MEMORANDUM
---------TO: Dean Ben F. Johnson
FROM: Orrin M. Walker
DATE: May 21, 1985
RE:

Annual Report

GEOffiIASTATEUNIVERSITY
CXlLLffiE
OF lAWLIBRARY
Highlights

of 1984-85

Overview
Achieved Major Area Goal of College of Lawfor LawLibrary
20% to 157% increase in library use and library work
Ordered and Processed 26,255 Volumes
107,787 Total Volumes
24 percent Increase in Materials
Major Efforts Put Into Collection ~elqxnent
200 Additional law review titles ordered
Library approval plans develcped
Microform/A-V staff increase resources
Grant support assists develqxnent
On-Line Systens and services MadeAvailable
LExIS installed and training offered
On-line catalog for university libraries

tested

Library Physical Facilities
fobre Than Ibubled
Library at 26,665 square feet
Shelving Added
Two canpact nobile shelving units of 8,687 feet added
One canpact nobile unit of 1,575 feet added in processing.
ABAInspection
Goals

Visit

OVERVIEW

In 1984-85, the LawLibrary added Oller 25,000 vollJnes and achieved the
grCl\<lth
sought as the library's

major area goal of the CoI Ieqe of Law.

statistics

report showthat all areas of library

in each librarian's

use and

library work increaSed by 20%to 157%.
ACQUISITIOOS
On

May 1, 1985, the LawLibrary resources are 107,787 volumes. Added

holdings of 26,255 vOlUmesreflect
available

for use Oller the previous year.

This substantial
university

a 24 percent increase in materials

increase, about twice the grCl\<lth
rate of the largest
is the direct result of nuch hard work.

law libraries,

cards, invoices,

and materials,

all required nultiple

processing steps.

These increased resources are also directly attributable
University financial

Order

to strong

support which has madeour grCl\<lth
possible.

Since the

majority of legal publications continue to be supplanented, continued strong
financial

support,

for both personnel and resources, is necessary.

illLIEcrIOOlEVELOPMENT
Pl:incipal efforts

of develcpment beyondbasic ABAstandards focused on

the develq>ing curriculum.
lawyer skills,

Library resources expanded in manyareas,

mediation, international,

business/canmercial.

The librarians

such as

continuing legal education, and

also actively continue to make additions

to the depth and breadth of the library resources.
second cop i es , designated Reading Roan collection,

The library acquired
of sets such as the

National Reporter Systan, ALR,ALRFederal, and the Federal Rules Decisions.
The librarians
nore detail

develcped standing order approval plans, described in

by NancyJohnson's report,

law-related publications

to autanatically

bring law or

of 82 publishers to the College of Law. Other

package approval plans will bring the ongoing publications of a dozen
organizations,
Arbitration

inclUding the AmericanBar As sociiat
"
a iion, t he Amencan

Association,

The acquisition

the Councij of Eurq;>e,the GAS,PLI, and the UN.

of severaj hundre::ladditional law relliew titles

described in Cathy Hall's report.

is

Those materials are currently being

cataloged and will be on the shelves in abaJt six weeks.
The Microfonn!Audio-Visual Roan is newopen and staffed approximately 91
norrs a week. '!his staff provides audio and video equipnent and listening!
viewing facilities.

'!he Library also provides reading and copying facilities

for 40,000 volume equivalents.
describe them in nore detail

NancyJohnson supervises these activities

and

in her report.

Grants contribute::l to collection

grcwth. After separate accamting

procedures were set up for grant noney, the library ordered over $25,000 of
materials.
activities

Cathy Hall did major IoDrkin this area and describes the
in her report.

SERVICES
lEVELOPMENT
Primary developments in this area were the planning and implementation of
cooperative library

autanation projects and canputer-assiste::l data bases.

Betty Lucas-Ford and I serve on several University and Pullen autanation
camnittees.
Information).

'!hose camnittees planned and christened OLLI(On-Line Library
OLLI, namedby NancyJohnson, is the Sperry PAIS (Project

Autanated Library System). '!his user-friendly

for

library catalog, described by

Betty Lucas-Ford, has the capacity to add other library records, such as those
of Georgia Tech, and may be searched fran rerot e teoninals.
severa'l databases, primarily LEXIS,were added to library resources.
Although LEXISis nonnally $1,000 per nonth, I was able to negotiate service
at less than half that cost.

WESTIAW
and LEXISare available to faOJlty, staff,
students.

Any user mist, first

be trained,

searches.

Librarians and the toll-free,

available to canment on search strategy.

and graduate

and they must perform their

database OJstaner assistance are
See the appendix for the use times.

Coc:perative use of these systans is in place.

Pullen Library faculty

and faculty fran the School of Accountancyhave participated
training programs.
LEXIStraining

C1;Ill

in various

In addition, the School of Accountancyhas offered special

saninars and will contribute to coot sharing of special

data-base files.
LEX3AL BIBLICGRAPHY

Instruction

in library use and research techniques occupied a large

portion of time during the Fall quarter.

I taught a day and a night section

at the College of Law. I also taught a legal bibliography course for the
SChool of Library and Infoonation Studies at Atlanta University.
NancyJohnson taught a day section, and cathy Hall taught a night
section.

Nancy Johnson has a contract with West Publishing to produce a ne.<

exercise book.

cathy Hall develcped and used an excellent set of practice

materials.
AB'\

INSPECTION
VISIT
Although the written report of the ABAvisit

the conferences with the team, and specifically
director,

indicate

has not yet been mailed,

with the team law library

that the GSULawLibrary is meeting ABAreguiranents.

Areas needing attention

are long-range financial support, additional staff,

and shelf capacity.
These areas of AB'\ concern are knoen to the University and the College
of Law. Financial support, especially

funding for purchase of materials

resources, has been exceptional this year. New staff positions already
provided for in next year's bUdget include: two half-time professional
librarians, an accounting clerk, and a half-time library assistant.
Addi tional personnel, arranged on a contract basis, will augment personnel
resources with professional, cataloging librarians and a library assistant for
circulation and filing.
Extensions

to

Planned additions to shelf capacity are underway.

canpact shelVing will add 1,932 shelf feet. Another bay of

compac't shelving is in the bid process. Additional fixed she1ving of about
1 ,000 shelf feet is being added.
GOALS FOR 1985-86

Follow through on area goals of professional librarians, such as:
Circulation -- provide for personnel needs, for instance,
staffing of circulation area.
Reference -- Augment nights and weekend reference
service. Improve Collection Developnent policies.
Technical Services -- Go on-line with OLLI, the
university catalog, and Faxon's LINX Service for bibliographic and financial data on serials.
GOALS FOR 1986-1989

Derive solutions for library growth in limited space
Develop long tenn planning

Individual Librarian's Research
Orrin ~ Walker
Law Librarian/Associate

,

Pu

blications, Creative Projects, Etc.

Professor

Research and Other Creative Projects in Process:
Legal bibliography comment
A description of student achievement 1 1
.
S(U class. To be canpleted Fall 1985 eve s ccmpar-mg a graded and a
Recanb~n~nt. DNA: the Search for a Regulatory Framework
Adb7b~~ography of agency gUidelines, legislation and court
eci saons. To be canpleted Fall 1985
Professional Activities:
Bar Admissions
Georgia
South Dakota
Georgia State University
Advanced Technology Ccmni ttee
Alumni Phonothon (Night Coordinator)
Continuing Legal Education Canmittee
Credit Union Board of Directors
Dean Search Committee
Law Review Advtsorv Camni ttee
Pullen Library Administrative Council
Conference, Workshops:
American Association of Law Libraries, Annual Conference, San Diego,
June 1984
S E Association of Law Libraries, Annual Conference, New Orleans,
March 1985
LEXIS Training
WESTLAW Training
Citizenship and Law-Related Education Seminar, Georgia State University
Memberships:
American Association of Law Libraries Committee on Relations With
Publishers and Dealers
SE Association of Law Libraries
Atlanta Law Libraries Association Budget Committee and Newsletter
CooJrnittee

submit ted May 1983 by

-F'
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TECHNICAL
SERVICESANNUAL
REPORT

In the six. months
t . I have h been Technical Services Lib r ar i an I have been
involve d an set ang up t e Cataloging, Acquisitions and Serial Control
operatio~s.
The progress that has been made is due to the effort of
many ind1viduals.
Pullenearstaff were responsibl
f
t he pr eparatory
work necessary to trans f er and order the base collecti ons , and have b een
very helpful in our problem solving attempts.
This report chronicles
local progress in. each Technical Service area with bri ef accounts 0 f
individual
contr1butions
to the whole and rather complex effort.
Cataloging
WhenI arrived i';' Novem?er, 1982, I reviewed the state of the Law Library
catalog by becomdng f ami.Lf.ar with Pullen cataloging policies
and procedures particularly
those identified
in the OCLCretrospective
conversion
contract and procedure,
and reviewed the Law OCLCprofile
and price
schedule.
In liaison
with SOLINETI obtained new author ization numbers
arranged the terminal move and changed the archive tape production
schedule from biweekly to monthly (a change which is more consistent
with our record production
and therefore
cheaper).
I completed the
Brodart profile
and arranged for the COMcatalog payments to be made
from the SOLINETdeposit account.
During this time Jack Miller was busy processing new library materials,
i.e.,
bound volumes, supplements, pocket parts, looseleaf
services,
etc.
and recording
added copies and volumes in the shelflist
and sharing
Public Service duties.
With Pullen problem-solving from the retrospective
conver sion near ly finished,
I took the oppor tunity to tr ain Jack to
search OCLCand familiarize
him with the MARC
format.
In December Richard Curry joined us. He began searching OCLCfor cataloging copy for the materials
in the backlog.
The results
of the survey
indicated
that approximately
70% of the material had LC copy and could be
cataloged with little
revision.
It was then necessary to match the
level of responsibility
with the work that needed to be done, and fortunately
Rick's background, talents,
and interests
also matched so Rick's position
was reclassified
from Data Entry II to Library Technical Assistant.
Jack
trained Rick to process materials,
add copies and volumes to and withdraw
from the shelflist.
Pullen's
Law OCLCterminal was moved to Law but not
without much delay and many phone calls to SOLINETand OCLC.
After training
sessions
on name and series authority control both Jack
and Rick worked on cataloging
the backlogged materials.
Jack was responsible
for revising
OCLCmember copy cataloging which requires careful scrutiny
and often the cr eation of descr iptions,
access points (names, ser ies and
subject)
and call numbers.
Jack has also been responsible
for hiring,
supervising
and training
the Processing students Yvette Logan and Or r Lt a
Essien, who target,
stamp and label library material.
Rick was responsible
for purging the 750 tax transfer
titles
from our archive tape and modifying
the archive tape to resolve problems, shifting the shelflist
and the

I
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In the six months I have been Technical Services Librarian I have been
involved in setting
up the Cataloging, Acquisitions and Serial Control
operations.
The pr ogr ess that has been made is due to the eftor t of
many individuals.
Pullen staff were responsibl
f
h
f
e or t e preparatory
work necessary to trans er and order the base collections,
and have been
very helpful in our problem solving attempts.
This report chronicles
local progress in each Technical Service area with brief accounts of
individual contributions
to the whole and rather complex effort.
Cataloging
WhenI arrived in November, 1982, I reviewed the state of the Law Library
catalog by becoming familiar with Pullen cataloging policies and procedures particularly
those identified
in the OCLCretrospective
conversion
contract and procedure,
and reviewed the Law OCLCprofile
and price
schedule.
In liaison
with SOLINETI obtained new authorization
numbers
arranged the terminal move and changed the archive tape production
schedule from biweekly to monthly (a change which is more consistent
with our record production
and therefore cheaper).
I completed the
Brodart profile
and arranged for the COMcatalog payments to be made
from the SOLINETdeposit account.
During thia time Jack Miller was busy pr ocessing new libr ary mater isIs ,
i.e.,
bound volumes, supplements, pocket parts, looseleaf
services, etc.
and recording added copies and volumes in the shelfliat
and sharing
Public Service duties.
With Pullen problem-solving from the retrospective
conversion nearly finished,
I took the opportunity to train Jack to
search OCLe and familiarize
him with the HARCformat.
In December Richard Curry joined us.
He began searching OCLCfor cataloging copy for the mater ials in the backlog.
The results
of the survey
indicated that approximately
70%of the material had LC copy and could be
cataloged with little
revision.
It waa then necessary to match the
level of responsibility
with the work that needed to be done, and fortunately
Rick's background, talents,
and interests
also matched so Rick's position
was r,eclassified
from Data Entry II to Library Technical Assistant.
Jack
trained Rick to process materials,
add copies and volumes to and withdraw
from the shelflist.
Pullen's Law OCLCterminal was moved to Law but not
without much delay and many phone calls to SOLlNETand OCLC.
After training
sessions
on name and series authority control both Jack
and Rick worked on cataloging
the backlogged materials.
Jack was reaponsible
for revising
OCLCmember copy cataloging which requires careful scrutiny
and often the creation
of descriptions,
access points (names, series and
Subject) and call numbers.
Jack has also been resporrsible for hiring,
supervising and training
the Processing students Yvette Logan and Orrita
Essien, who target,
stamp and label library material.
Rick was responsible
for purging the 750 tax transfer titles
from our archive tape and modifying
the archive tape to resolve problems, shifting
the shelflist
and the

discovery and removal of blind cross references from the shelflist.
Rick was responsible
for the bulk of the cataloging,
and his responsibility
has grown in incremental stepa.
He started with cstaloging copy
that required little
revision and is now cataloging with copy that
requires more scrutiny
and updating to bring it up to national standards.
DLe/memberAACR2& non AACR2monographa
AACR2
DLCDLCnon AACR2monographs
START-j>
In December, I reviewed the literature
on printers capable of linking
with OCLC, sought recommendations and put through an EDPrequest and a
purchase requisition
for an Anderson Jackobson AJ650 inkjet printer
(quiet, reliable,
speedy).
While producing the LAWCOMcatalog Brodart discovered a defective
archive tape (a loss of 109 records).
I arranged to recover the lost
records through SOLINET. In an attempt to insure that this problem does
not reoccur,
I cancelled
the OCLCMarc Subscription service and arranged
for Brodart to receive
our archive tapes through the SOLINETTransaction
Service,
I reviewed the first COMfor filing problems which Rick has
corrected,
and arranged for a new COMwhen it was realized
that the
first COMwas lacking a grid index.
Complying with a request from
Public Services to make the COMcatalog eaaier to use I arranged to have
the call number stamps for microforms and audiovisual materials changed.
To accomplish this a change is required in the OCLCprofile (complete),
the Brodart profile
and some retrospective
work done with the shelflist
and archive tapes.
(in process)

Acquisitions
I reviewed Pullen Acquisitions
policies and procedures and liaised with
Pullen Acquisitions
staff for monograph orders.
I discussed the segregation of the Law accounts, records, files,
and programs in the GSU
Libr ary acquisition
system (LAQ*) with the Computer Center staff,
and
have been assured that there will be enough time to test the system
befor~ year-end.
I am writing up the EDPrequest and purchase requisition for the library
ADDSterminal (to be approved in August).
In late January
Technical Services took over the responsibility
for
ordering serial'titles
(including backfiles and microforms of serials).
With the assistance
of Cathy Hall's students,
350 serial orders have
been processed.
I liaise
with publishers'
~ales representatives
regarding
problems with orders and invoices, and maintain order, correspondence
and invoice files.

*

LAQis partially
interactive
at the GSUComputer Center.
and scquisitions
accounting.
accounting files.

but basically manual acquisitions
system
LAQsupports some aspects of ordering
LAQcontains vendor, in-process and

"

Serials

Control

Through a great deal of ~ffort on the part of Pullen Serials staff,
700
standing orders and subs~iptions
were transferred frOIl Pullen to Law.
In late January, Technical SerVices took over the responsibility
for
receiving and distributing
mail, checking-in and claiming serials materials
and processing serial
invoices.
While I was busy ordering new serials
Csthy assisted
by setting up the Kardex. Once the Kardex records were
in-house, the receipt
of every new item (i.e. bound VOlumes, advance
sheets, pocket parts, Supplements, looseleaf services, journals, et.c , )
could be recorded on the serial checkin records and/or in the shelflist.
Initially,
I assumed responsibility
for each task, but once I developed
a procedure for each task and a strategy for dealing with its inherent
problems, I passed the responsibility
to Jack with an outline of the
procedure.
Jack's responsibilities
have grown in checkered fashion (blessed be Jack
for his flexibility).
He started with mail receipt and distribution,
accepted responsibility
for serial check-in and claiming and now he
processes invoices as well.
Jack works daily at making the serial
records easier to find, read and interpret by adding cross references,
correcting er r ors and recovering records lost in the slippage of the
transfer process.

Miscellaneous Management
I estimated Technical Services budget needs for staff,
equipment, snd
technological
services
(Le., DCLC/SOLINET,
Brodart, etc , ) for FY198384. I drew up plans for personnel, workflow, and space requirements.
I
went on fact-finding
on-site visits
to University of Georgia (Law), West
Georgia College (Unicorn Demonstration), Pullen (Cataloging and Acquisitions
Departments and Unicorn demonstration), Americsn Library Association,
SOLI
NETAnnual Meeting.

�_---------
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ONEYEARGOALS
cataloging

'.

Catalog

2.

pr ior ity

items in speedy- fashion

Draft mechanism for communication between Cataloging/Serials
Control/Acquisitions/Public
Service (BLF/RC/JIl/etc.)
Draft

procedures

not written

4. ~~;;s(B~~~ formalize
5.

facing

the influx

Attempt to eliminate

9. Draft procedure

Evaluate

in microprocessing

in draft

media; comp;l.le manual

(BLF)

and DLCcataloging relatively
of summer goodiea) (RC)

for microform project

11. Revise statistics

currently

current

backlog (RC/JIl)

10. Begin microform project

12.

and procedures

member copy cataloger

7. Attempt to keep searching
(while

up (BLF/RC)

policies

Store documents and drafts
(BU, e t cv )

6. Revise and aasiat

8.

(RC/JIl/BLF)

(BLF)

(RC/JIl, e t c s )

form (RC/BLF/JIl)

and revise

workflow (BLF)

Acquisitions
1.

Accept responsibility
for monograph orders,
record/file
maintenance (BLF)

2.

Design workflow (BLF)

3.

H.ire and train Accounting Assistant and LAI for accounting
and invoice processing,
correspondence and preorder searching
and ordering
(BLF)

4.

Draft

5.

Store drafts
and documents in microprocessing
manual (BLF, etc.)

6.

Draft mechanism for communication between Acquisitions/Cataloging/
Serials
Control/Public
Service (BLF/RC/JIl, etc.)

7.

Oversee "redesign"

8.

Review method for gathering

9.

Evaluate

policiea

and procedures

and revise

LAQinput and

(BLF, etc , )
media; compile

of LAQ(BLF, etc.)
statistics

workflow (BLF)

(BLF. etc.)
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1.

Draft mechanism for Communication between Se'r,iilla C.~~l/.Cata'log1ng/.Publ1c
Services/Acquisitions
,,(BLF/ JM/Re. etc.)
'~",;

2.

Hire and train LAI for mail receipt and distrib;'t1~Ij/'ser1~ls
chec~-in/c1aiming
and records/file
maintenance (JM)

3.

Draft

:.>:< :"' ..:::' '.

policies

and procedure

not written

4. Revise and formalize
form (BLF)
Store drafts
(BLF. e tc , )

8.

9.

and prOcedures currellt1y

and documents in microprocessillg

6. Desigll statistics
7.

policies

Revise check-in

form; duplicate
record

in draft

media; compile'mallua1

(BLF/JM, etc.)

forms; duplicate

(BLF/JM, etc.)

Improve check-in files such that illformatioll on serial
titles
can be found, read and illterpreted
by staff with millimumtrainillg
(BLF/JM etc.)
Evaluate

and revise

workflow (BLF)

.,

.

.,

up (BLF/JM. etc.)
'0'

5.
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STATISTICS

..

cataloging
December

1982

11 titles (JM)

January

1983

(no stats; terminal movej 750 tax
titles cancelled, processing)

February

1983

78 titles (RC/JM)

March

1983

187 titles (RC/JM)

April

1983

156 titles (RC/JH)

---

TOTAL

----

432 TITLES CATALOGED

-----
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Technical Services An
.:..::..:==~~~~~nl.!!:ua~l~Re~po£r~t (7/1/83-5/1/84)
- E. A. Lucas-Ford
This report

highlights

the activity in Technl'cal

Services during the

Past year and gives too brief note of the' lndividuals whose effort and
accomplishments

are reflected

therein.

Acquisi tions

The year began with the end of FY83.
ordering

activity

for the past fiscal year I constructed and edited

'a four part "Year End Encunbrancs
two LAQ (Library
reflected

Acquisitions

a large portion

acquisitions

year-end.

budget

This report included

(but not all) of Law outstanding orders and had to
names, and two manual lists of outstanding

and serial subscriptions

by Pullen before

accounting

Report" (42 p.)

System) computer generated lists which

he edited with publisher/vendor
monographs

In order to demons tra te the

which had not been entered on the LAQ

Having proved that we had overencumbered

our

(and thanks to Linda Vincent for defending our

to the Business Office) we were given $92,581 accounts payable

money for FY84.
In anticipation
Pullen,

I wrote

of assuming Law AcqUisitions

job descriptions.

a drop line for an ADDS terminal.
our "In Process
through
preorder

I arranged for Data Copi to produce
[this file tracks library material

from ordering through cataloging].

search procedure,

from

justified the positions. and requested

File" in microfiche

its processing

responsibilities

And drafted a

ordered order request and purchase order forms

and I hired Linda as our library Accounting Assistant.

Linda monitored

the

"spli t" of Law off of the Pullen LAQ. the Law IPF. accounts and vendor
records were separated

from Pullen's.

Linda set up the Acquisitions

office.

• u."
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organized

its files, trained herself on the LAQ system, and began to input

the backfile

of orders from FY83 that were not input by Pullen staff.

She set up the accounting
Orrin allocated
She processed
year-end,

file on the LAQ and in consultation with

the library materials budget among

the large backlog of invoices that had accumulated

since

and has worked hard to keep the invoices and accounting current.

Linda has also taken the chief responsibility
publishers
of single

the internal accounts.

and vendors
accounts

with Pullen

for resolving problems with

[e.g. some of the publishers

set up multiple instead

for Law, some confused our account and shipping location

and one publisher

forms to the address

even changed the Law address on the ~

for Pullen].

Linda hired Ruth Perun as Library Assistant for Acquisitions.
Linda trained

time.

to verify

order information,

Ruth then began implementing

orders on the IPF.

this responsibility.

selected

the preorder search procedure

avoid accidental duplication,

for rronograph receipt and trained Ruth to assume

Linda and I drafted a procedure

selected by Collection Development.
duplicate

and enter the

Since July I, 1983, 5,050 orders have been processed.

Linda set up the procedure

identifies

After

Ruth on the LAQ system, Ruth input the backlog of FY83 orders

in record

preliminarily

for handling gifts

[This procedure

items, serial material and later editions.

The

items are entered on the IPF and fed into the workflow].

expertise
performing

grew and her responsibility
and responsible

As Ruth's

increased it was realized that she was

for work several levels above her classification.

In April she was reclassified
Entry II.

order

based on her level of responsibility

to De. ta
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Since March,

when the library was given the $200,000 supplemental

budget increment,

Acquisitions

has con cen t ra ted on process1ng
' orders while

trying to keep their daily work current.
orders have been processed.

The bulk
'~

0f

Since March 15, 1984 over 1,700
th'1S processing was performed by

Linda and Ruth during their regular hours.
Hobby to assist
Technical
effort.

in preorder

Services

Ruth and Linda trained Dixie

searching and data entry.

staff volunteered

This effort was organized,

the budget was overencumbered

Additionally,

the

to work overtime to contribute to this
coached and inspired by Linda.

due to this extraordinary

By

May,

effort (including

176 hours of overtime).

Linda and I met periodically
LAQ system to discuss
computer

Center

periodic

unreliability].

present

system

It should

the redesign of the Acquisitions

[The

We discussed the flaws and limitations of the

and fleshed out the specs for the new system.
be duly noted that in addition to the tremendous quantity

to prepare ~or this process and her

to this effort have been very valuable.

appreciative

for the tremendous

specifically

Nan Wolf and Phil Williams.
Nan monitored

of

she also read up on on-line acquisitions systems (on

her awn time and initiative)

University

System.

was willing to rewrite the system because of its age and

work Linda accomplishes

contributions

with the programmer responsible for the

We are very

cooperative effort of the computer Center
Before she left the employ of the

the program, put out fires, generated special

reports and was a positive and creative force in the design of the new
system.

She is sorely missed.

responsibilities,
special reports.

Since then, in addition to his many other

Phil Williams has put out our fires and generated our

PAGE 4

The LAQ system
rewritten,

the accounting,

It is our intent
standards

is currently a batch-mode system.

vendor and In Process files will be interactive.

to create a system that is consistent with book industry

(ANSI, BISAC).

and will be consistent
single titles

The orders will be printed by the laser printer

with the ANSI Standard Z39.30-1982

of library materials

file will contain
the Law Library

will be created to count claims and length of delinquency
that information

to a vendor record.

claiming.

will be made more transparent.

The library

materials

subscriptions,

updates,

acquisitions"

accounts.

The system will

The reports generated by the system

The most important anticipated improvement

by Donald Dunn during the ABA accreditation

Serials

The vendor

The vendor file will contain a service evaluation field

for automatic

was suggested

in 3-inch by 5-inch format."

has obtained and will use the SAN in our correspondence

periods and attach
"age" orders

"Order form for

the SAN (Standard Address Nwnber) for the vendors and

with publishers.
and a mechanism

After it is

team visit.

accounts will be reordered and a maintenance

(e.g.

e'tc,) account will be segregated from the "new

Control

The new fiscal year brought an additional much needed Library Assistant
position.

I wrote

advertised

and interviewed

the outline

a job description

of a procedure

responsibility

for checkin

and justified the position and Jack

and hired Jeb Bisbort.

I wrote a procedure

from

I had written when Jack assumed the
and edited some of Pullen's serials manual in

order to ease the training of the new staff member.

Jack trained Jeb and
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roc>ni
tared his work.
comprehensive

When Jeb left our employ, Jack and I drafted

serial control procedures.

word processor , all Technical

[Since the purchase of the

Servi ces po Liacres
,
and procedures are stored on

floPPY disk for easy editing and retrieval].
supervises

Jim Hickey.

Jack "perrnanentized"
visible file cabinets
alphabet,

create

the temporary KDX records and when three new

arrived he refiled the KDX records to create a single

a separate unit for looseleaf vendors and distribute

the space for new records.
publications

and arranged

We developed
the control

Jack redesigned the checkin record for irregular
for its printing.

a procedure

and cataloging

since that t irre,

increased

serials

type KDX records.
to recover

for

55,272 pieces have been checked

The number of pieces checked in per rmrrth has
In an effort to relieve sone of the burden of

checkin, Jim trained Dixie to distribute the mail and
Increased

and maintain

and clai~ng

to satisfy the public service requirements

of newsletters.

into the KDX since 7-1-83.
doubled

Jack hired, trained and nON

delinquent

allocation of staff will be required in order

the desired 24 hour turn around time for checking
material.

Since the time Pullen rrade an online serials control system a budget
priority

Jack,

management)
Pullen).

Jim (Serials Control),

have researched
Our research

Linda (Acquisition) and I (project

the Faxon Datalinx system (the system chosen by

has included an online deronstration

at Georgia Tech

and at Pullen.

The Faxon system has been chosen by the Library of Congress

for the control

of serials and for this reason I anticipate strong support

in the library

comnuni ty.

The Harvard Law School Library is currently the
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only law school library online with this system. Jack and Jim have
discussed the online· control of some law tOt
1 les that are anticipated to be
proble!lll
tic with Harvard staff. We look forward to a visit fran a Faxon
representative

who is familiar with law materials and who wrote the specs

for the new fund accounting function.

I have been investigating hardware

options and liaising with Pullen, and Faxon staff.
configuration

(Since the hardware

hasn't been worked out yet there are no accurate figures on

cost at present.

Although the Faxon Datalinx System will probably not

reduce the time required to check in a serial, it will reduce staff time by
auto!llltically posting the payment of the Faxon invoices (approximately 1,000
postings) and scanning and claiming delinquent Faxon-vended titles.

The

system will also generate a list of delinquent non-Faxon titles to reduce
staff tire for systematic claiming.

(It has been shown that prompt claiming

reduces the number of claims requi.redto receive an issue). The system
will facilitate access to the holdings information for the 2,065 serial
titles (e.g. access by title, truncated title, ISSN, Q(JJC number, Faxon
title, call number and any other key we might choose). It will reduce
preorder search time.

As Faxon increases its cooperative efforts we may

be

able to order rrore serials from Faxon and those serials can be ordered
online.
This

syat.em

will improve our ability to serve the public, e.g. with a

display only terminal a patron can find out latest issue received,
missing/being

claimed, bindery and on-order serial information.

The system will also further resource sharing and interlibrary cooperation
on this campus.

Faxon is placing its priority on developing interfaces
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with other systems.

An

interface between the onll'ne catalog (Mankato) and

the serials control system would provide the missing link in our plan for an
integrated library system.

Cataloging
Last year Pullen had allowed us to borrow one of their OCLC terminals
and printer.
printer.

We received and installed a new OCLC terminal and ink jet

The printer purchased and installed in FY83 is faster (operates

at a higher baud rate, more reliable (has fewer moving parts and has a
self purging mechanism) and is bi-directional (increases output speed.)
OUr goal has always been to eliminate the backlog that had accumi la ted
before a cataloger was hired.

However, with the increase in the budget

without the subsequent increase in personnel or space and the selection of
gift books, the sheer numbers surpassed a single cataloger's ability to keep
the work current, let alone eliminate the backlog.

Priorities were assigned

to the cataloging (e.g. Reserves, Reference, large sets, periodicals,
purchased materials, etc. in order to provide access
items).

to

the most highly used

Rick has worked with these priorities in mind. Since July 1, 1983

he has singlehandedly cataloged 2,382 titles. When the JX (International
Law) Collection was transferred from Pullen I contracted with OCLC to
perform a retrospective conversion.

I surveyed shelflists, negotiated the

conversion with OCLC , recorded series authority decisions, prepared the
shelflists and sent 527 shelflists to OCLC. OCLC converted the records to
machine-readable
$1,058.

form at a unit cost of $2.00 per title - a total cost of
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In order to facilitate
Brodart

produce

catalog.

access to perlodical
.
titles I arranged to have
list at the sane tire it produces our LAW OJM

a Periodicals

I also arranged for the pr od uctron
. of the m::mthly "new accessions

list" from OCLC.
Rick and I have drafted procedures for the cataloging rmnual.
Jack's KDX project
effort.

was completed he began to contribute to the cataloging

Rick and Jack attended an all day Solinet-sponsored workshop on the

QCLC Serials
standards,

Format.

Jack's expertise and application of cataloging rules,

local policy and practice has increased to the point that he has

been released

from revision.

by Jack and Rick.
performs

online

The cataloging responsibilities are now shared

Rick is working to catalog all periodicals and Jack

and monograph

Rick is also responsible
property

stamp,

cataloging.
for supervising the students who process (e.g.

target and label) the material for the shelves, file shelf-

list cards, add vo lurres and copies and withdraw vo'lurres
, etc.
approximately
processed

When

With

30 hours per week of student help 4,647 volumes have been

and 1,161 have been withdrawn.

Rick must periodically

Since student turnover is high,

rehire, retrain new staff and reorganize the

workflow.
I was pleased
One committee
COM catalog
feasible

to participate

investigated
(a Law/Pullen

and advantageous

special constituency

in cooperative efforts with Pullen staff.

the feasihility and cost/benefits of a combined
Union catalog).

Although this concept proved

for Pullen it would be ill-advised for Law.

(e.g. Law students, faculty and staff) would be

better served with a separate Law catalog.

However, a result of this

Our
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cooperative effort yielded an agreement
t0 cancel a no longer needed service
•
provided by Brodart which will save Law approxlmately
.
$600 annually.
Four Pullen staff, one IlEmber of the Comp uter Center staff and I made
an on-site visit to Mankato State University to examine the actual use of
software written to support the Minnesota State University System on line
catalog, and to talk with the people responsible for its creation. Pullen
has chosen this system because its effectiveness as well as its law price
tag.

The hardware costs are virtually eliminated because it runs on a

UNIVAC 1100 and the GSU Computer Center has agreed to the libraries' use
of the 1100 for this purpose.
The system is very user cordial, it is simple to use and has an online
assistance (HELP) module.
University System is high].
all conventional

[Its acceptance in the Minnesota State
Its searching capabilities are extensive (e.g.

searches as well as subject, truncated, keyword, Boolean

operations, set construction, browsing).

The Computer Center representative

has expressed interest in merging the IPF with the catalog. Mankato Systerrs
staff have also designed an inventory control based circulation system.
The purchase and implementation of this automation will improve accesp
to materials that support research and instruction at Georgia State
University. Information will be available more quickly and will be more
current than what is now provided.

Currently there is a 2-6 month lag

between the time an item is cataloged and it appears in the triannual COM
(the IPF supplements the catalog during the lag).
It will be possible to determine the status of library materials (on the
shelf, checked out, on order, in process, at bindery, etc.) immediately from
any terminal (including terminals at remote sites (e.g. Law faculty offices
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or the State Library).

It will be a boon for library resource sharing.

It

will also provide rrore tinely and improved nanagenant inforrration(e.g,
collection use statistics) and simple, swift inventory control.
It is my intent to use the sarreterminal for all autorratedactivity.
The ADDS VieW}X)int 60 is currently used for the LAQ system that holds the
"In Process File".

It

will be used to access the Georgia State University

online catalog [via the Mankato software] - (it is possible that the IPF
will be integrated into the online catalog). This plan will increase the
versatility of each terminal, reduce training tine, facilitate staff, patron
access to library collection inforrration,and will save money on equipment
as these are low cost tenninals and there nay be some free tenninals as the
IBM/PC's proliferate

on campus.
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General

Technical

Services Management

In the course

of the year the Technical Services space has changed.

The wall system was moved to the perimeter
of Roan 124 t0 lncrease
.
.
the
workspace

for mail distribution,

looseleaf

filing,

etc.

Axelrod's

arrival

and departure

cataloging, bibliographic searching,

The Processing unit relocated twice with Professor
from Room 127. With the construction this

summer, Rooms 126-127 will be combined into one large room and will house
Acquisitions
between

and Serials Control

these

two "receiving"

(this will facilitate

(this will facilitate the communication

units).

the flow from .Serials Control and Cataloging to

Processing

and out to Public Services).

secretary,

Jocelyn

incoming

calls

relinquished

to ring in ~

phone and route the calls.
ordered

her desk to Dixie.

I arranged for the

However, because we gave up the printer we

Law School for wordprocessing.
incoming

When Dixie became the Law Library

124 so that the secretary could answer the

for the SL workstation

for accepting

And Processing will rrove to Room 124

($3,995.00) the secretary is often in the
(There is a switch on the Circulation phone

calls when the secretary is out).

This surrmer I will move out of Room 123 into Room 125 and Orrin will
move into the new Room 127.
lines and computer
design the workspace
performed.

We have also tried to plan for all the phone

lines for our future needs.

It

has been my intent to

so that it is compatible and sufficient for the work

After memos and meetings with Elsa I f~l

confident that the

.
ts
However, I am concerned that
space will meet the current requlremen
•
there is no space for any anticipated

increase in Technical Services staff.
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Roan 124 currently

Secretary's

houses Technical Services st aff and the secretary.

The

space mist increase whenthe printer and th e SL workstation
.
can

be [lOvedto the library
receptionist

This will increase the croeding of Room124 where the

duties).

bulk of the library

(a necessary nove if the secretary 1S
. to perform her
Vft

• u=
work will continue to be perf'orned.

connected tasks must be contiguous for the efficient

Staff performing

fl(J<l of rratertal.s and

comnunication.
Possible
still

solutions

be centrally

are to nnve the secretary into Room123 (she would

Ioca ted and have enough roomfor her equiprrent.) Or to

expand the space in Room 124 by breaking out into the library.
Weare very grateful

to have been able to purchase the equipmentwe

ordered at the end of the year, especially the photocopier, the SL
workstation,
Anticipated

the ADDSterminals,

microform cabinets and readers.

equipment needs for Technical Services:

An IBM/FC-M300
Workstation $3,590 (this terminal has special hardware
and software that mikes it compatible for use as an OCLC
terminal or a
personal

computer).

This equiprrent would allow us to increase our use

of CKJUC (which we currently use for online cataloging, inputting,
preorder

searching,

management tasks,

ILL, and Reference) as well as perform other
e.g. budget projections,

wordprocessing, database

management, etc.
Budget
I have sorne serious concerns about our library materials budget.
Although the materials
budget figur~s

budget was

ncreased
·
last year (and the five year

1

also show an increase) the percent by which the figures
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increase

annually

constant

10% inflation

will actually

actually decreases

by 14%.

A high percentage

guaranteed

of a law library collection is serial (typically

it is essential that the material be kept up-to-date.

fact it is difficult
serial.

In fact, if you assume a

factor over th e next five years our purchasing power

decrease

70-80%) because

(F'19. 1) •

Serial

to purchase rronographs, most legal publications

In
are

ti tles are an ongoing collllli
trrent - one that mist be

by an ever increasing hard money budget allocation.

Accurate

materials

budget projection is difficult for this library for

three reasons:
1.

The LAQ does not segregate the expenditure for the base volwres
from the continuing

expenditure

for the maintenance of a title.

It

is all paid for out of one account.
2.

Even if the LAQ was nore articulate, we do not have a stable
budget

history.

Thus far we are still adding serial titles.

When
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a serial title is purchased , we recetve a year of free upkeep.
It is a year before we are billed for maintenance of that title,
and therefore a year before we knCNI how
int enance
v' much the maln
will cost us.

3.

The price index* used by law libraries nationally and recarrnended
by Donald Dunn if projected to FY84 indicates that we will require
more money than is in the whole budget for serials alone. This
seems out of line with what we think we're spending for maintenance
of serials.

Linda did a special project in order

to

clarify the budget expenditure.

She identified all the invoices for maintenance and totalled them. This
information is incomplete because there are approximately 250 serial titles
for which we have not made our first maintenance payment. But our
calculations indicate that during FY83 we spent approximately 30% of our

\
bUdget on serial maintenance. (Fig.2)

\
Fig. 2
$14,000

periodical maintenance

\

$99,500

continuations maintenance

I
I

$113,500
$113,500

Total serial maintenance FY83
=

30% of the FY83 budget of $373,000 [$280,000 allocated
+

93,000 soft money]

*Scott, Bettie. Price index for legal publications. ~
Journal

Library

\
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$122,580 FY83 serials maintenance inflated by 8$"
$ 42,000 (guestimate of the 250 serials first time maintenance)
$164,580 total projection for FY84 serials maintenance

$164, 580

=

49% of the FY84 budget allocation of $335.000

In the past we have accepted gifts as a cheap way to increase the size
of our collection.

50% of the gifts selected in the past duplicate our

collection and 25% were serials.
Personnel
The workload in Technical Services has increased substantially with the
increase in the budget.

We have restructured responsibilities and reordered

priorities but cannot do all the work necessary to get the books on the
shelves in timely fashion.
Another LTA is needed in cataloging in order to eliminate the backlog.
The person would be responsible for online searching, cataloging and
inputting on OCLC.
And an LA II is needed in Acquisitions to post payments, do the backlog
invoice run, and reconcile statements.
I also anticipate the need for an increase in student help for Serials
Control of .5FTE.
Surrrnaryof needs
- More space
_ IBM/PC M300 workstation
_ Printer for

wordprocessing workstation

- Faxon Datalinx
.
Pr'
t projected a 7% increase for
ur , James Pihera. Economic ForecaSt1ng% . ojec
. FY84 and 14% increase
FY84 and 8% in FY85 for SERIALS, and 13 lncrease ln
in FY 85 for MON(XJRAffiS.
.....
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-,,-==~:.::..~ ~ Nutshell

..::T..::ec=h=n~i~c~a~l
Services Workfl~" .
=c:....:=..::::::::.

When an order request (or a gift) 1'S rece1'ved in Acquisitions
Collection

it is preorder searched on OCI..C and the IPF to

Development

verify the order information,
and to avoid accidental
the LAQ system.

from

to determine if it is a monograph or a serial

duplication.

The order or gift record is entered on

An order form is printed at the Computer Center overnight.

The order is proofread

against the activity report and the necessary editing

is done.

The orders are mailed to the vendors.

If the order is for a

monograph

the order request is filed in Acquisitions;

if the order is a

serial the order is filed in the KDX.
When a m:mograph

is received the order request is pulled, the request

is verified

and the bibliographic

information

on the invoice is verified for accuracy, the cost is entered

on the order

information

is checked, the cost

card, and the invoice is prepared for the Business Office.

On the LAQ system the money is moved from encumbered
is changed
IPF).

to Cataloging.

to spent and the status

(This location will be reflected in the weekly

And the item is sent: to Cataloging.
When a new serial is received,

record and it is sent to Cataloging.
call number
invoice

is written

is received

(If it has already been cataloged,

on the item, and it is sent to Processing.)

for accuracy,

in

is posted in the KDX. the figures on the invoice are
and the invoice is prepared for the Business Office.

The cost of the item is added to the "spent" figure in the LAQ accounting
file.

the

When the

for a serial, the receipt of the material is verified

the KDX, the payment
verified

its receipt is recorded on the KDX

Appendix I cont'd

Delinquent
are handled

serials are claimed from the vendors and receipt problems

regularly.

On a monthly
Business

basis the internal accounts are reconciled with the
__
Budget Status Report.

Office's

Th ere lS
. continual cOMmUnication

(written and oral) with the vendors to solve problems (e.g. short
shipments,

claims,

returns, accounting discrepancies,

vendors statements

of accounts are reconciled with our records.

In Cataloging,
item received.
coding

numbers,

standard for communications

records) appropriateness

names,

decisions

the OCLC database is searched for a record to match each

The record is examined for accuracy of description

(the defacto

bibliographic

of the access points (i.e. call
Required authority

(entry of varient forms of the same name under one heading) are
When a matching record is not found a full and accurate

record mist, be created and input locally.
brief record

When a serial is cataloged,

is sent to Serials Control and a permanent

infornation

cataloged

and holdings and filed in the KDX.

a

record is typed with
After an item is

the IPF record is edited to match the cataloging information,

call number
"complete

and I{ARC

of machine-readable

subjects, series, uniform titles).

made and recorded.

complete

etc.) and the

is added and the status for a monograph

the

is changed to

II •

"In Processing,
and attached
shelflists,

the book is property stamped, targeted, labels are typed

to spine.

Processing

staff are also responsible

for filing

typing holdings cards and recording added volumes and copies,

and withdrawing

books (by deleting the item from the shelflist or pulling

the shelflist),

stamping the item and boxing it for surplus storage.
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R:lSITION DESCRIPTION
poSITION TITLE:

Accounting Assistant

DEPARTMENT:

Technical Services Unit/Acquisitions

plJ'RFOSEAND SO)PE OF FOSITION: This position is responsible for the
accounting and library technical work involved in the acquisition of
library materials, includin~ the maintenance of accounting, fiscal and
order records. The Account ing Assistant will supervise the rata Entry II
responsible for pre-order searching, LAQ input and ordering library
materials. The Accounting Assistant is subject to supervision by
the Technical Services Librarian but is charged with discretionary
judgement and acceptance.of considerable responsibility in th~ direction
and control of the suhunlt. Successful performance of duties requires a
working knowledge of accounting procedures, bookkeeping principles and
an understanding of lmiversity accounting conventions, library practice
and the conventions in the publishing industry regarding sale, distribution and publ.i.cati on of library rraterials.
RESPONSIBLE TO:

Technical Services Librarian

SUPERVISION OF:

Library Assistant

RESPONSIBLE

FOR:

_ Maintaining all accounting records and reconciling
them with the University's accounting records.
_ Processing

invoices for all Law Library materials.

_ Resolving problems in the acquisition of and accounting
for library materials.
_ Liaising with the Law Librarian, Serials Control Unit,
the University's Business Office, GSU CDmputer Center and
Library publishers and vendors.
_ Preparing appropriate reports and keeping statistics.
_ Hiring, training, rrotivating, sllpervi~ing and evaluating
(and if necessary, disciplining and dlScharglng)
Data Entry II and handling other personnel matters
within span of control.
arching and the receipt of monographs.
- Supervising pre-order se
- Supervising the creation/maintenance of J~Q records/files
and ordering of library materials.

Position Descr~ption
Accounting Asslstant
page 2
- Participating in discussions of the redesign of the LAQ system
and discussions of procedures requiring the cooperative
efforts of two or more Technical Services units.
- Drafting procedures for routines within the subunit.
_ Other duties as assigned.
PRE-EHPlJ)YMENT SKIlLS.

TRAINING. EDUCATIONffi EXPERIENCE:

Required:

High school graduate; working knowledge of accounting
procedures and bookkeeping principles; superior interpretive and problem-solving skills; ability to be
accurate and pay close attention to detail. Ability
to exercise independent judgeMent within area of expertise using library methods and principles.

Preferred:

Relevant library experience and/or coursework; supervisory experience.

rosITION DESCRIJYrION
FOSITION TITLE:

Data Entry II

DEPARTMENT:

Technical Services/Acquisitions

pURFOSE AND. S,?~E OF rosITION: This position is responsible for assisting
in th~ acqu~slt7o~ of lIbrary materials including preorder searching,
creatIng/maIntaInIng I~Q records, and maintaining order files. Routine
tasks, once le~rned,.are performed without direct supervision.
Employee exe:cIses dIscretIon and jUdgment in performing routine tasks
although adVIce and ~sslstance are readily available from supervisor.
Successful performance of duties requires expertise or considerable training
in library methods, computer functions and conventions in the publishing
industry.
REsroNSIBLE 'ID:

Accounting Assistant/Acquisitions

SUPERVISION OF:

Not applicable

RESFONSIBLE FOR:
- Coding, editing, maintaining and verifying data entered on the GSU
Computer Center's Library Acquisitions System (LAQ). Requires application of specialized computer skills to library operations.
- On-line searching of national bibliographic utilities to verify order
information and library holdings. (OCLC, FAXON DATALINX)
- Searching microfiche In-process File and catalog to avoid duplication
of orders.
_ Communication with the Computer Center regarding problems with LAO
system operation. rA)~nicating with microfiche vendor regarding
problems with the In-process File.
_ Receiving monographs, verifying acceptability, preparing invoices for
payment and inputting amount spent for each title on the LAQ system.
_ Selecting appropriate vendor for each order.
_ Corresponding with publishers/vendors regarding problem orders.
- Other duties as assigned.

rosITION

DFSCRIM'ION

Student Assistant

TITLE:

Serials

DEPAR'ThlENT
:

Control

ITechnical

Services

pURfOSEAND&:X>PE OF FQSITION: This POSition is
obI
library materials
for public access and assisti respons i ~ for preparing
I
yee is e
t d to
'
ng in routine library tasks.
AlthO~ h ernp 0
°
~
e
perform certain work independently after
training,
enployee is subject to close supervision and review by supervisor.
RESroNSIBLETO:

Library

Technical

SUPERVISION
OF:

Not applicable

Assistant,

Serials

Control

RESR)NSIBLE
FOR:
_ Detailed

record

keeping.

- Shipping

and receiving/pack~ng

and unpacking boxes.

_ Check in incoming serials.
_ Routing

contents

of packages.

- Check microfiche
_ Keeping appropriate
_ Alphabetize

records/packing
statistics.

and route serials,

- Other duties

slips.

orders, other materials.

as assigned.

PRE-alPLOYMENT
SKILLS, TRAINING,EDUCATION,
EXPERIENCE:
Required:

High school graduate;
attention
to detail.

Preferred:

Sane

WORK HOURS:

ability

to be accurate

and pay close

college courses; sooe Ii brary or comparable experience;
shipping and receiving experience.
Between 2 p.m, and 5 p.m., Mondaythrough Friday,
10 hours weekly.

1

Appendix III
Technical Services Statistics

ACX;VISITIONS
Orders (7-1-83 to 5-1-84)
5,038
(7-1-83 to 5-23-84)
Invoices
ronographs 1810
1929
serials
SERIALS CDNTROL
55,933 pieces checked in (7-1-84 to 5-1-84)
(25,067 vol~
equivalent)

CATA1.JXi I~
Titles (7-1-83 to 5-1-84)
2,382
mCCESSI~

Vol~s

added

(7-1-83 to 5-1-84)

4,647

Volwnes withdrawn (7-1-83 to 5-1-84)
1,161
Cards filed (7-1-83 to 5-1-84)
2,406

Overtirre - special project
176 hrs

AppendixIV

Goals
- rove staff
- hire,

workspaces after

train

new staff

construction is ~lete

(LA I/Serials

Control, students)

- keep work current
- eliminate

the backlogs

- continue

discussions

on the redesign of the LAQ

- purchase

and implement MankatoOnline catalog

- purchase

and implement the Faxon Da'talmx System

Appendix V
FACTSHEET 00 TECHNICAL SERVICES:

CX>STS.RESOURCES AND SERVICES

SOLINE'!'costs'"

--

IOOmbership dues, equtprmnt leasing
CXJjC

$2, 500•00

transactions and services*
Cataloging

$10,500.00

~oo.oo

IlL

Accession
list

1 ,000 00

~riodicals
list

1,000.00

Brodart exl1

8,700.00

(FTU, FUP, Sl - e.g, on-line cataloging, shelflist cards, etc.)
(interlibrary loan)

.

$21,300.00

(3 exll catalogs: Feb. June, Oct.)

$20,000.00
$23,800.00

+sOLINE'!'costs are an annual eormi trrent; this is an approxirra.t
i on IT 84/85
* costs based on present anticipated cataloging capacity of 5,000 titles.
IPF/exll from DATAOOPI

$ 2,700.00

OCLC (Online Computer Library center) database contains over 11,000,000
bibliographic records with attached holdings locations (3,000,000 Library of
Congress records).
OCLC participating
libraries.

institutions include 3,295 libraries, including 188 Law

SOLINE'!'(Southeastern Library Network) includes 433 libraries (28 Law
Libraries) •

Appendix V cont'd
~

of the ro.c system and services
-doubles local cataloging capacity
-converts local cataloging into machine-readable form
-triples pre-order search capacity
-increases resource sharing ability and accelerates interlibrary loan
-valuable tool for other library functions: Reference, Collection
Development
-compatible with Pullen Library

Value of the <XJM catalog
-reduces staff maintenance time by a factor of ten
-includes "automatic" subject and name authority control which also
reduces staff time
-reduces catalog storage space and costs
-creates cheap copies of GSU Law Library catalog for purchase by or
sharing with other libraries
-compatible with Pullen Library
The Future:

an On-Line Environment

Having Law Library catalog records in machine-readable form is a
tremendous advantage for the future.

AN

ON-LINE
ENVIRONMENT

Improves
Improves
Improves
Improves
Improves

ability
ability
ability
ability
ability

to
to
to
to
to

access information
share information
transport information
manipulate information
store information

!lppeooix V cont'd

----

Faxon Estimated Costs*
plan A (ADI:6 terminals)
[One tirre expenses]
Data conversion by Faxon (Total)
Training
,
[Annual expenses]
Faxon service (2056t/.26 nonth]
Telecommunications/modem
(estimate) at $250/lIOnth)

rorAL

$6,865.00
450.00
rr;-TI5.00
$6,443.00

$14,500.00

Plan B (Interim)
[One tirre expenses]
Data conversion by Faxon (Total)
Training

$6,865.00
450.00

n-;-:iis.OO
[Annual expenses]
4-278 Telex slave terminals
leased at $75/lIOnth
1-281B Telex slave printer
Faxon service (2065t/. 26 rronth)
Telecommunications/modem

$3,600.00
912.00
6,443.00
1,200.00
$12,155.00
$19,470.00

[*we should have sufficient
funds to cover ITOstof these expenses
in the SOlinet deposit account ard we will save $1,000 annually
fran Brodart Periodicals list]

Value of Faxon DATALINX
--- --- -----

(Serials

Control System)

- reduce cost by sharing hardware ard telecommunications expenses with
Pullen
- reduce staff

maintenance tine

(e.g. one permanent record)

_ eliminate payment posting of Faxon titles
Faxon invoices)

(i.e.

automatic posting of

- eliminate
titles)

claiming of Faxon titles

- reduce staff
titles

(i.e.

automatic claiming of Faxon

ti.Jre for systematic claiming of delinquent oon-Faxon

- increase access to serials
infonnation

holdings arrl latest

issue received

- foster library a:x>peration arrl resource sharing (L,e, mutual access
to serial holdings infonnation)
- use of ADffiterminal will result in efficient use of hardware, reduce
training tirre arrl increase convenience of access for patrons and
staff

Appendix V

Mankato Costs"
Software ~$2~,OOO
ADOO terrruna s (6
(4)

Printers

fullen purchase)
purchased 3-84)

(est inate)

Startup total+
[+assuming I ~1

0.00
0.00
2,400.00

(one titre)

2,400.00

backup, savings will be at least $5,000 annually]

Value of Mankato Online Catalog
- uses hardware already on campus (i.e. the UNIVAC 1100; Key personnel
at the GSU Computer Center have agreed to the use and maintenance of
the UNIVAC and the Mankato software). The use of'the ADDS terminal
will result in efficient use of hardware, reduce training time and
increase convenience for patrons and staff
_ significantly increases access to collection (e.g. keyword searching,
set building and Boolean operators)
_ significantly increases access to catalog (e.g. access to catalog
from remote sites)
_ fosters library and campus cooperation
_ improved user cordiality (e.g. simple search strategies plus online
"HELP" screens)
_ reduces staff maintenance time by factor of ten
_ reduces catalog storage space and costs
_ makes full use of our machine-readable information
_ it is hoped that this catalog can be interfaced with the IPF in order
to further the integration of the library systems

TECHNICALSERVICE ANNUALREPORT
FY 1984-85
The focus of second year of Technical
Services
change, continued
growth and automation
planning.
Technical

Services

operations

was personnel

Staff

.With Plant Department
assistance,
we expanded the workspace for
AcqulS1tlOns
and SerlalsControl
by cOOIbining roons 126 and 127, and
expanded the area by mOV1ng the connon wall between 125 and 126
We moved
Serials
Control
frOOl the southwest
corner of RoOOl124 to the we~t one-half
of ROOOl126 and added book shelves
and drop lines for computer- terminals.
Process1ng
moved from ROOOl127 to the corner vacated by Serials
Control.
One of the cataloger
LTA positions
was transferred
to microforms and
exchanged with an LA II position
which was absorbed by Acquisitions.
The
Serlals
Control
LA I was transferred
to Processing,
later returned to
school and dropped back to part time. as a student in Processing.
The LA I
pos1t1on was transferred
to ACqu1s it ions , There were two turnovers
in the
Serials.control
LA II ~osition.
In addition
to losing an LTA p6sition
in
catalog1ng.
the rema1n1ng cataloger
quit.
There was a long delay in hiring
the temporary
LA I rn Acqut s it tons because of a scarcity
of applicants
and
the position
turned over once.
Staff turnover
always causes delays due to
the vacancy during the hiring period and slow startup
during the training
period,
but we have been able to welcOOIe some fine newcOOIers to our staff:
Pamela Scott.
JerOOle Drew, Norma Grubbs and loventrice
Kannar.
And we just
lost the DE II who had been with us for two ye ars ,
Elizabeth
Glass conp l e tec two projects
to prepare the KDXrecords
for
online
conversion:
(a) an inventory
of the periodicals
holdings was verified
on the KDX record.
(b) the KDX information.
entry,
frequency,
call number.
holdi ngs and OClC number. was verified
against the shelflist.
Pamela Wright was assigned
to TeChnical Services
for four hours a day
and we have been grateful
for her contributions
to Acquisitions
and catalog
maintenance.
Linda Vincent has used all available
resources
to help with encumbering
the library
"book" budget which again outstrips
our ability
to cope.
She
has hired a temporary
lA I, student,
and offered
ovar-t tme to three nonexempt employees
to preorder
search and enter the data on the
lAO/Acquisitions
system.
Of the goals (see Appendix I) set last year, we have met three.
The
staff
workspaces
were reconf1gured
after the cons truct t on last summer (but
with the advent of the automated systems and the much needed .1ncrease
In.
staff.
another
move is be1ng planned for t m s summer).
We h1red and tr a tnec
new staff
in Acquisitions,
Senals
Control,
Catalog1ng,.and
Processln9·
Increases
in staff
and automation
will necess1tate
contlnu1n9 h1r1n9 and.
training
efforts.
We have endeavored
to and for the most part succeeded
in
keeping the work current.
Success in this regard 1S due tothe
capable and
sincere
efforts
of the Technical
Services
staff to whom I W1sh to convey
rnany thank s ,

We requested
personnel
reclassifi
.
match new responsibilities
with lob tCatlOn,
lA II to DE II, in order
help us cope with the work 10ad.J
1tle/deScrlptlOn
and new positions

to
to

The backlogs
have not been el imi nat
catalogers,
the lengthy
learnin
Cur
ed due to the loss of two
immensity
of the backlogged
mat~rial:e
for tra1n1ng
a cataloger,
and the
rojects:
(a) periOdicals
(b)
• However, we have def i ned two
~nd through
two contracts
~ith A~~~~~:aPhs/serl
als/audi ovi sua 1simi croforms,
backlogs
of cataloging
to be 1"
InformatlOn
Serv ices expect the
I'
,
e 1m1nated by exper i enced
professional-level
cata~ogers.
t lS est1mated that future cataloging
ca~ be done in timely
fashlOn
by the one cataloger
currently
on staff
The
th
, n of the LAQ s t
h
•
ul SCUSS10ns on
e
1
ed
r es g
,ys
em ave ceased due to the loss of the pr-oqr.ammer and
the 1mplementat1on
of the online catalog by the Computer Center staff.
A'

,

AUTOMATION
Considerable
time.and
effort
has been spent on automation
planning.
A
result
of that
effort
1S that "OlL!" On-Line Library
Information
is in place.
OlL! is thus far an online catalog that corresponds
to the COM.(Computer
Output M1crof1che)
catalog
we have used since the library
opened.
The
computer
arch1ve
tapes (produced from our use of OClC) loaded onto the
UNIVAC llOO in the GSU Computer Center which housed the PALS (Project
for
Automated llbrary
Systems) software
make the online
catalog
possible.
OlL!
is very user friendly.
Simple commands, e.g.,
"AU" for author,
"TI" for
title,
provide
comprehensive
(all cataloged
items are online),
interactive
(immediate
response)
access to the law library
collection.
(A three-letter
command, "SYS," allows a search of the GSU libraries
collection
(Pullen
and
law).
There are numerous, detailed
"Help" screens
always available
online
for user assistance.
Olll is able to provide sophisticated,
powerful
access
to the library's
collection.
Its searching
features
include
keyword and
Boolean searches;
format,
date and language limi tors;
truncation
and
substitution
of ? for unknown letters
and wording;
choice of record displays
(i.e.
Short,
medium, long, full MARC); access by various
identifications
numbers (e.g.
ISBN); multiple
institution
holdings
displays;
index browsing
capability;
demand and overnight
printout
provi sion; and COMcatalog
(backup)
and offline
special
list
production
(e.g.,
periodicals
list).
OlL! is being previewed
this summer and full public
introduction
is planned
for the beginning
of fall quarter.
The libraries'
"library
cooperation"
goals are both facilitated
and
expressed
by this
online catalog.
With OlL!, easy,. up-to-date
resource
shari ng (e.g.
access
to library
collection
informat1on)
and cooperatlVe
collection
development
(e.g. reoucing unintentional
co l le ct t on dupl1cat1on)
is possible.
OlL! is a step in a series
of steps.
Much more pj anmnq ,
development,
and implementation
is required
before t.ne u l t ime te goal of a
truly
integrated,
comprehensive
library
co l Iect f on j nfnrma t t on system 1S
reached

•

Another
fruit
of our automation
planning
is the Faxon serials
control
system.
This summer we hope to have our records
coded locally
and converted
(entered
onli ne) by Faxon.
This fall then, when communlcat1ons
and
.
workstations
are set up, we will be tr-ai ned , The rr-ans i t ion pe r i od w111

•
requt re updating
onli ne records with cat 1 '
creating
new records.
Then we will be i~ oglng and,holding
information,
continuations
and periodicals
l t
g
to check-ln
and cla1m our
services,
codes , and digests.'
Th~Se~~:m
convert
the looseleaf
check in our serials
an faster
y,
1 pr~bably not allow us to
Faxon titles
(t ,«, Faxo~ will d~ b1,utt1 t Wlll ellmlnate
the need to claim
,
1"
au t omatlcally),
fac1l1tate
the
~~~t~:t~~a~f~~~~:9t~fd:~~i~axon
de11nquent titles
(something we have not
serials
holdings
(the bu)korf1mp ement), provide online public access
our
l
'
,
0 our co l lect ion) lncluding
the latest
issue"allow
sopht st tcateo , on-demand management reports.
This system is
also part of the plans for the lntegrated,
interactive
c onpr-enens ive
library
co l lect ion t nf ormat tcn system.
'
,

~n

to

We've purchased
furniture
suitable
for long stretches
of data entry
work, subm i t t ed EDP and port requests,
ordered and set up an DClC M300
workstatlon
WhlCh allows access to OClC as well as use of IBM PC software,
and are lnvestlgat1ng
the use of the M300 for the Faxon Fund Accounting
module currently
under development.

Integrated

Library

System

The following
is a rough articulation
for a plan
library
system alluded
to above.
Much of the planning
dream stage,
let alone developed
or implemented.

for the integrated
is still
in the

An integrated
library
system should have the capacity
to track an item
(e.g.,
book, serial)
frOOl the point it is a gleam in the eye of Collection
Development
through
the time it is not only physically
added to the
collection
but also capable of being checked out or put on reserve.
It
should provide
an integrated
and interactive
facility
to perform all library
functions:
bibliographic
searching,
pub lt sner address
searching,
ordering,
claiming,
serials
check-in,
vendor evaluation,
accounting,
online catalog
and online
catalog
editing,
circulation
and inventory
control.
All
bibliographic
searching
and holdings
information
access should be provided
through
one bibliographic
database
to which all library
functions
are linked.
The system should
be capable of producing special
management reports
on
demand from any function
sorted
by any variable.
The accounting
function
must correspond
to the GSU Business
Office requi rements.
The specific
ideas
probab le occurrence.

on how to create

such

a system

follows

in order

of

s
_ Communications
for remote sites
(e.g.,
faculty
and student
office.,
residential
sites)
(local
development)
_ load Georgia Tech library
holdings
and eventually
other library
collection
holdings
(e,g.,
State law Library)
(local
development)
_ Redesign
lAQ system and merge IPF order file with OlL! (local
development)
Purchase
PALS Circulation
module software
(vendor development)
cr
Purchase
turnkey
interfaceable
circulation
software
(vendor)
,
_ Bar code and convert
all bibliographlc
and patron records
for C1rculation
function
(local
implementation)

- Interface
Faxon with OLLI (vendor development) or
Extract
and summarize holdings infonnation from serial cneck-f n
records (vendor development)
... Load summary holdings infonnation in online catalog (local)
. Purchase turnkey acquisitions
systen with fund accounting and
electronic
searching and ordering/claiming
from vendor databases
(vendor developments - PALS?)

•
GOALS
FY 1985/86
3 to 5 Years
o Assess maintenance
concerns
expressed

costs in light of library
last year remain).

o Redesign

new staff

o Update

space

for

and implement

and train

OlL! in Technical

Accounting

Acquisitions

o Coordinate
OlL! •

archive

tape

o Eliminate

backlogs

Services.

Control

records,

o Oraft

training

train

workflow in light

production

with contract

and local

staff,

update

and procedures

tape

of automated
loading

systems.

wit!1 Pullen

for

services.

o Redesign lAQ system (participate
in discussion
Pullen
staff
and accounting
consultant).
policies

(the

Clerk.

o Review and improve

o Revise

budget

and workstations.

o Code and convert
Faxon Serials
records
and implement system.
o Hire

materials

with Computer Center

and

manuals.

manuals.
5 to 10 Years

o Plan
That

and implement
is to:
-

library

functions

for the

integrated

library

merge lAQ order file with OlL!;
add circulation
function;
add fund accounting
to Faxon Serials
Control
add serial
holdings to online catalog;
and
interface
all automated library
runct ions ,

system;

system.

STATISTICS
Percentage

Increases

for FY 1984/85

I

New Orders

22%

Seri al s Check-i n

77%

Cataloging

21%

Catalog
Cards

Maintenance

66%

Filed

50%

Processing

68%

There have been significant
increases
in workload.
Every year, as the
materials
budget increases
by large amounts, the personnel
budget increases
mi nimally.
The Technical
Services
staff work very hard, but there are not
enough of them to get all the work done. The above performance statistics
don't
reflect
what is not being done.
In effort
to order. receive,
and control the materials.
we are slipping
in the service
areas (e.g •• claiming.
r etur-ns , problem solving,
catalog
maintenance).
Next year will be a difficult
year; the introduction
of the
new serials
control
system will require patience,
confidence,
and
persistence
of the library
staff and will cause an inevitable
slowdown of
many library
functions.
Since the current level of staffing
is not
consistent
with the workload volume, we will fall even further
behind.

o

APPENDIXI
1984 Annual Report

-

Goal s
- move staff
- hire,

workspaces

train

new staff

after

construction

(LA I/Serials

is c()nplete

Control,

students)

- keep work current
- eliminate

the backlo~

- cont i nue di scussion

on the redes ign of the LAQ

- purchase

and implement Mankato Online catal09

- purchase

and implement the Faxon Datalinx

System
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LAW
LAW

LIBRARY
COLLECTION
HARDCOPY
MICROFORM

LAW

COLLECTION

,
COLLECTION
AS

OF

COUNT

4/30/83

ACQUISITIONS
ACQUISITIONS
(VOL.
EQUIV.)
AS

OF

AND

81532
145:!.2
11723

4/::·0/84

107787

STATISTICAL

SUMMARY
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1983·
Annual lI.eport

'.

UFERENCI!

Reference services
in the GSU Law Librmcy are lIultifaceted.
Of course,
the major task of the Reference staff is to serve the atudents and
faculty
of GSU College of Law. In addition,
we also help the facultiea
and students
of other departments of GSUand members of the Bench and
Bar.
For example, the Reference staff assists
law students shepard~.e a
case, aids under-gr aduates resear ch a topic for a term paper, and helps
the members of the bench and bar track down regulations.
Attorneys,
..ember s of the legislature,
and law fir. 11br ar 18ns continually
depend
on the Reference
staff
to search for their needed lIaterials.
During the
first
nine months of operstion,
the staff snswered spproxi ....tely 320
questions
per month with a high in April of 504 questions.
Beyond helping
patrons with their questions,
the Reference staff engsges
in other useful
activities.
We have developed an Infor ..ation Series
(see Appendix) for highlighting
important holdings in our collection
and a Library
Guide Series (see Appendix) for orienting
students to the
library's
collection.
The staff also prepares bibliographies
on subjects
of concern to the Dean and fsculty.
Beginning in Jsnuary,
1983, ~TLAW was available for use by GSU faculty,
students,
and staff.
The ieference
staff trained 195 first year law
students
in the use of W1!STLAW.Thirty-four
one-hour sessions were held
throughout
the day and between 5-6 p .... and 9-10 p.lI.
On a daily basis,
the staff
also supervises
the use of WESTLAW
and helps patrons with
their

quer ies.

tnterlibrary
Loan, through OGLC, allows a GSUstudent or faculty to
borrow books not available
in our l1brmcy.
This suto ....ted database of
materials
from 3000 librmcies,
along with union lists
from the Atlants
Law Libraries
Association,
allows us to locate needed lIaterials.
In
sddition,
the Georgia State Library and 11th Circuit per ..1ts us to check
out materials
for one day in order for us to photocopy the needed
article
or case.
We also have s very good rspport
with Emory Law Library.
During the first
nine 1I0nths we borrowed 59 items from other librmc1es.

011Apr U 13th, the libr ary was delignated a depo.itory for United Statu
Government Publications
purauant to Public Law 9~26l.
Depol1t«y
libraries
are authorized
to receive ·governaent publication.
except
those determined
by tbeir issuing COllponenti to be re~uired f« official
use only, or fClt .trictly
adll1nhtrathe
or operaUonal purpo.ea ... • The
LaWLibrary will receive
.elected
docullent ... inly in the are .. of
- legal,
congressional,
and adminiltrattve
docullentl.
Since the congressional
billa,
docuaen ts , and bearing. are avaUable in aicrofiche,
the Law Library w11l receive
these enor.ou. aeta in tMa forut.
During the past nine months, the Reference Librarian h.. purchaaed
selective
docuaeu t sets from our G.P.O. Depolit Account, -Iuch .. the
Code of Federal Regulations
and the Federal Reg1lter
and worbd in
'COoPeration with the Pullen Library to receive selec~ed dccusent s frOll
their depositary.
With the new depository atatus for the Law Library,
the library
will be able to receive document. in an efficient
IUnner.
The Reference Librarian
alao acts as a 11ason between Technical Services
and the users.
There are many complex decisions that .ust be IUde on a
dsUy bash regar ding location
of new IIllter ials, d1apol1tion of super>
seded items, and clsssification
number ~uestions.
Since the library
staff is committed to building a fir.t-\"ate
11brary
collection
a omajor por tion of both Reference Librar ians' tille 11 devoted
to selecting
books and journsla
for pur chase.
Since every pur chase 11
important,
the Reference Librarians
firat check the recorda and .helves
to ascertain
if the title
is needed.
The requests are then channeled to
the Acquisitions
Librarian.
The Reference Librarian
is concentrating
on .electing
.. inly pri1lllry
sources,
finding
tools,
along with selective
secondary source •• Host of
her efforts
have been devoted to the following are.s:

1.
2.
-3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

State annotated codes
Refer ence mster 1&ls: _ Indexes. Biogr aphical
Materials,
etc.
Standard legal ~s
Materials
for Reserve Collection:
Hornbooks, Treatises
Georgia treatises
English Reports
Shepard's
Citations
Major microform collections
Current titles

aress
she fir.t
screen. pub11shIn order to purchase materials
in these
ui;ition
tools:
Current
ers' cstalogs
along with the following acq
f
j bber.
'
d R 1 t d Fields
Advance sheet.
rom 0
Publicstions
in Legal sn
e s e
'f
tunate to receive l1lra of
and Law Information
Update.
We have bee; c~~ca 0 Law Library .nd Univer.ity
out-of-pr int books from the Unlver sity 0
g have been .ble to
of Michigan Law Library.
Through these 11 .ts, we
purchase ·classics".
Ii s t e din the following sourSces:
The library
now has all titles
hInd
'R' Standard & Rules of Procedure for the Approval of Law c 00 • a
" '"
the Rules of the Supreme Cour t
Interpretations
and Attachment 'A" of
Georgia.

f
0

· ,
The Reference Librarian
feels that
strong i n th e f 0 110wi ng areas:

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

the Law Li....-.
'"' -,

11 par ticularl· '

State~Codei - ~all Itate_codes are dther
up to ~date or on order
"
National Rapor ter lst and 2nd Ser iea _
both in paper and Ilicrofiche
U.S. Supreme Court Briefs snd Records _
aicrofiche
,
Leg1alative
History Kater ials
microfiche compilations,
plus
current indexes
Kajor law reviews
State Bar Association proceedings
microfiche
State and U.S. Attorney General
Opinions - microfiche

The Library is now a participant
in the ABA,AALS,and ALI Package .
plans.
Under these plans, the library should receive materials that
fall within the penumbra of the package plan.
These plans act as a
stsnding order for materials
issued by major legal orgsnizations.
In order to inform the law faculty about our new acquisitions,
the
Reference Librarian
isaues a list of new books titled,
NewBooks Docket.
This list
is generated by the O.C.L.C. computer and lists
the books in
call number or der •.
The legal community haa been very generous in providing us with numerous
donstions of books.
Each title
is reviewed by the staff before it is
added to the collection.
The following" titles
were included among the
"gift" materials:

u.s.c.s.
Federal Digest
Official
Rules and Regulations of Georgia
Georgia Houae and Senate Journals
American Decisions
Envir onmental Law Repor ter
New York Institute
of Taxation
United States Code Congressional and Administr ative

News

Unfortunately,
the Law Library must store "gift" titles
that are not
needed in the Department of Archives Services.
The staff has sent to
storage in access of 300 boxes of unneeded materials I
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I.

REFERENCE
SERVICES

A.

.The Reference Staff.assis~s
students. faculty. and attorneys in the
effect1ve use of the law l1brary s resources. lie pN"ltide help in the use of
the OJ! catalog, mater-i.ats, and the developrrentof research techniques.
Lawfirm librarians
have grown to depend on the Reference Staff's expertise in
answering their rmre difficult questions. Im-ing ~ past year. the Staff
answered approximately 350 questions per month.
Since a portion of our collection is in micro fomat. the Reference
Staff spends considerable tiIre helping patrons with I"Ii:.croficheaod microfilm.
Next year. the attendant on duty in the newMicrofo:-:JRom will provide
better service for our micro users.
The Reference Staff routes rmterials to the ::'aculty and aids them
in their research.
In order to inform the law f'acu..ty about our new
acquisitions,
I issue a list of new books titled, ~ BooksDocket. In order
to highlight our important holdings and services, te following titles were
added to our Inforrration Series:
#4.

Looseleaf Services (Revised)

5.

Digests

6.

Georgia Practice Materials
The following titles

were added to.the Libra:) Guide Series:

Westlaw Training Manual
Interlibrary
Loan
The COMCatalog
Tours were gi ven to all first year law stude:ts as part of Orientation.
etc) were conducted
Tours for other classes (Comnercial Music. Legal Sntes.
upon request.

B. OO-LINEDATABASIC'ffiAINING
The lib~ary currently subscribes to WES'I'LAWand will subscribe to LEXIS
next year.
I 1ntegrated Westra" training into my !.egal Bibliography class
which was off~red Fall, 1983.
I trained 50 first year law students in several
one-hour sess rons , I also held sessions for LawReview, MootCourt, and
non-law faculty.
On a daily basis the Reference Staff also supervises the use
of WESTLAW and helps patrons with their queries.
.
The Electronic Legf.s la ti ve Search System (ELSS)is another ooeputer tzed
databaSe available to library patrons. This servtce electronically IIDnitors
bills in the current sessions of all 50 states and U.S. The library also
subscribes to DIALOG,a multidisciplinary collection of computerized
databaSes.
We are currently investigating RLINor ClCLC for reference
searching.
C.

INTERLIBRARY
WAN

Interlibrary
Loan, allows a GSUstudent or faculty to borr-ow books or
articles
not available in our library.
This service is often initiated by a
computerized system (OCLC ) which facilitates
the swift acquisition.of the
desired materials.
In order to advertise this service, I wrote an lnfornation
sheet describing our interlibrary loan policies (see appendix A). The
following statistics
indicate the numberof ite~ borrCM'edfrom other
libraries:
IlL-- OORROWED1983-84
1983

July

No. Borrowed

Library

Total

College Lib.
1 CAlluMbus

7

State Library
1 EmoryLaw

5

1
1
1
1
3

Atlanta RIb Lib
Emory
MedCDllege of Ga
Univ of Mi.armLa. Lib
State Library

Sept

5

State Library

5

Oct

1 EmoryLaw
5 State Library

6

Dec

2

State Library

2

Aug

7

ILL- OOProWED mIT.

1984

-

No. Borrowed

JllD

2
2

Feb

Library

~

Ga Dept of Ed
Ga.Southern College
8
1 Unlv of North Carolina
2 West Georgia College
1 U.S.C.A. Library
1 Ga Dept of Ed

1

Errory Law

1 Mercer Law

7

1
1
2

U.S.C.A.
State Librarv
Ga Medical ~llege

March

1
1

Errory Law
State Lib

April

l(Film) Atl. Pub. Library 7·
1 (Film) Ilodern Films
5 Dmry Law

2
/

We have just subscribed to a newOMIArticle Clearinghouse service
which will allow us to electronically
order copies of articles fran more than
7500 periodicals.
If a professor needs II journal article
not owned by GSU, we
can order a copy of the article electronically
through 0ClC and it will be
shipped to us within 48 hours. This new service will aid our law professors
wiLh their research.
I I. GOVERNI.lENT
rxx::UMENTS
Although the law library was designated a depository for L.S.
Governrent Publications on April 13, 1983, we did not receive shtpoents of
docuoerrts until late January , 1984. Thus far, the library has received an
average of 126 paper items per rmrrth and 1,197 microfiche pieces per rrorrth,
I have the responsibility
of opening the shipments, claiming missing issues,
choost.ng new t tems , and arrending selections.
All of the oocurents are
cocpletely cataloged and integrated into the collection.
Thus, a person
searching for a S.E.C. goverrurent decurrent can locate it with the other SEX:
rnaterials.
The law library receives all congressional rraterials in
micro-fiche and we have purchased backfiles from coornercial publishers to
enhance the collection's
utility.

oovt-

documents cont ,

The Federal Depository Libra.
.
April 9th by a representative of the Gov~ Collection. was i~pected on
collections was rated i
nrent Pr int LngOfflce. The
documents
.
n seven ca.tegori
d
.
5
11
ratings and 2 good ratings.
Th Ov
. es ~
received
exce ent
erall Evaluatl.on 15 attached to this
report • (see appendix B)• The eI nspector
was very .
ed tha·
h t
history we were able to establi h
U1press
t i.n cur s or
s a superb legal collection.
In FY1984I W1
·11 h·rre a L.A.n whowill be responsible for
Governrrent
Documents,
Microforms
and Video (see Appendi1XC) • Th·
.
t .
.'
1.S person
w1ll process rra enals and ai d users in the Microform Rocer,
I II •

allLECI'ION

DEVElOHIENT

Throughout the year, a rmjor portion of the Reference Librarians' t irre was
devoted to selecting books, periodicals, serials. and micrororrs for
purchase.
Since the library's collection of pr irrary sources (codes and
reporters) were purchased last year, I focused ~ attention on the treatise
collection which was targeted by the ABAInspector as the weakest area of the
collection.
In order to improve the treatise colle~tion, I searched the
follo.ving:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Out-of-printlists.
Publishers' catalogs.
Acquisition tools.
Footnotes fron law review articles •.

In April, when our book budget was enhancedby additional funds, we were
able to acquire congressional publications and other out-of print materials
in microform.
I also selected manyserial titles,
looseleaf services,
Canadian na.ter-ia.Is , and duplicates of heavily used ra certats , Once again,
we were fortunate to receive lists of out-of print books from libraries,
including the University of Chicago and the Alston c Bird LawFirm.
In addition to selecting materials, I acted as a liasion between Technical
Services and the users. There are manycoqJlex decisions that mrst be made
on a daily basis regarding updating materials, location of materials, and
disposition of superseded items.
During the year we received gift books fran various libraries and
attorneys.
Each title is reviewed by a staff IreClberbefore it is added to the
collection.

IV. TEACHINJ
Orrin Walker. Cathy Hall, and ~self
. .
during the Fall quarter.
I held info
taught Lega~ Bfbl.Iogr-aphy
, UlW 519,
Review (Jan.lO, 1984) and Appellate A~l legal bibhography seminars for Law
guest speaker on ''Westlawand Le . "/OC8CY II (April 9, 1984). I 'was a
15, 1983.
X1S
or Professor Crandall's CLEClass, Nov.

V.

FACULTY ACTIVITY
I.

II.

Research and Other Creative Projects in Process:

a.

Contract. with Rothrnn Publishers to update Sources of Cogliled
Leg1s1atlve H1stor;ies; to be ro>pleted late sumrer,

b.

~ournal editor of special tssus on "Docwrents in LawLibraries"
an Governr.ent Infon:ntion Q.,laner1y ; to be carpleted by Fall.

Publications:
(c)Reviews:

Review, Finding the Law: AWorkbook0: Legal Research for Laypersons
Wash., D.C.:GRl, 1982 in Go"'erwent Inforrntion ~rterly,
Vol. 1 (1) pp.91-92(1984).
by Al Coco.

Review, HowTo Find the Law by MorriBCohenand Robert C. Berring.
8th ed , St. Paul:West,1983. in Lega~ Infonmtion Alert, Vol. 3(2)
pp7-8 (1984).
(e )Editorships:
Editorial
Board, GovernmentInformation Quarterly: An International
Journal of Issues, Trends, Policies, aod Practices.
(JAI Press) 1984(Review and solicit nanuscrtpt.s)
Board of Advisors, Legal Reference Serd.ces Q.,larter1y (HaworthPress),
1982-.
(Review and solicit rmnuscripts)
Assistant
affecting

Editor, AALL
Newsletter 19~.
libraries and 1a~ers)

(Columnon legislation

(h)Chapters:
Chapter 8, "Legal Rights: Advocacy, Leg:islation! Litigation, and
Programs" in !'hysical Disability: An Annotated L1terature Guide.
N.Y.: Marcel Dekker, 1984, pp, 245-269.

II
!

III.

Professional

Activities:

(a) Continued learning:
Attended:
Institute,
"Creative Research in law Libraries
Dallas. Texas.

"June 21-24, 1983,

American Association of law Libraries Annual Meeting, June 26--28,
1983; Houston, Texas.
Depository

State Plan Coonittee Meeting, July 19, 1983.

Depository Library Council Meeting, April 12 & 13, 1984, Atlanta, Ga.
Visiting

Scholars Program, APril 18, 1984, Atlanta.

Westlaw Training Sessions.
(b) Hemberships in scholarly and profess ional. associations:
~rican
Association of law Libraries,
- Chair, AwardsCor.rni ttee, 1983-84 - Responsible for three national
awards to be presented in July at the AALLBanquet in San Diego,
CA.

- ~~ber. GovernmentDocunents Special Interest
- Nominating Comnittee, 1984.
'
Atlanta

law Libraries Association

- Member, Newsletter Corn:1i ttee,
Georgia Docurents Co!rr.li ttee,

1983-84

1983-.

Southeast Library Association, 1984-.

Section

Interlibrary

an

Information

APPENDIX A

NEED A OOOK lUI' IN GSU I S CDLLECT ION?

If a faculty rrenber or a law student needs a particular title not C/ooI'l1ed
by the GSUCollege of L3wLibrary or Pullen Library. the Reference Librarian will borro- the material fran another library.
lbn-la'o' faculty aOO
students are asked to borrow books thrCJl!l]h the Pullen Library.
Through OCLC(<XllineCarputer Library center) we are able to ascertain
which libraries
om the title.
we then request the specific item online
and the lending library respords by rrailing the item to us. If the item is
C/ooI'l1ed by an Atlanta area library, the boo!< can be obtained in fOJr (~) days.
If the took is not in the :imrediate vicinity, we can obtain the book within
ten (10) days.
libraries
will not lend current or special oollection m3terials.
statutes,
reporters and nuiti-volwre sets are always
non-<:irculating.
The length of the loan period is set by the lending
library.
but it is usually two (2) weeks. The borrower is responsible for
the material,
and in the event of loss or fines, is obligated to pay the
SOre

Law reviews,

costs.
If a particular
article is unavailable in OJr library. yoo may
request a photocq>y of it.
Borrowers shOJld be prepared to pay photcx:<:flY
charges.
Photocq>ies usually cost ten cents ($0.10) per page plUS a
service

charge.

Fill out an Interlibrary Loan ReqUestform and give it to ~
.
Reference Librarian.
Nights and weekerds leave. the fo~ at the CLrculatlon
Desk for the Reference Librarian.
\<benrequesting an 1tern, please gLVethe
Reference Librarian as mich bibliographic inforrration as possible.

/

OVERALL EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
Georgia State University seems committed to
Although the law library is relatively new,
towards this goal.

establishing a superior la~ library.
great strides have already been made

The la~ library s ta ff has wisely chosen a collection develop-

ment strategy which takes advantage of the unique and very valuable resources of
a federal depository.

Such a young collection offers many challenges and opportunities.

A major

challenge for all new law libraries is how to provide the necessary retrospective
depth that is needed immediately for legal research.

Fortunately, the library

has acquired long retrospective runs of materials from the University's main
library.

In addition, the law library has purchased micrographic runs of

important series; and, much needed comm~rcial indexes to government documents.
This concentrated effort at collection building has produced impressivE results.

Selections of potentially useful government documents have been thoughful an~
judicious.

The library has chosen documents that can supplement and enhance its

commercially

acquired materials.

As a result of the aboved mentioned steps, the the law collection has an
impressive retrospective depth for such a young library.
collection development strategy should continue.

This intelligent

As the library matures,

some study should be given to increasing the percentage of depository materLals
selected.

This increase should be a gradual development.

The library will

also need to consider its responsibility towards servicing the needs of the
"community" when collection

development decisions

are made.

InspecledbY~
Inspection date: ~

Q.~ .. ~
qI

I' B'-j

..
ments collection
The doc~
'pol
ides seem adequate.
and thorough.
ate
adequ

.

Depository

is well org

, d
an1ze and mainta1'ned. 8in d ing and replacement

Initial processing of

record-keeping is satisfactory.

The library will have to closely

allocated to the depository operation.

D

Staffing levels appear

i
mon tor both the staffing and the space

epos

ing and space then non-depository libraries.
documents collection

government documents is efficient

it i
or es tend to demand much ~ore staffAs the depository operation and its

continue to expand, presently allocated staffing and space

lIillneed to be supplemented.

'J'lle
space and equipment allocated to documents (based on the projected move ) are adequate. The library has adequate equipment for micrographic governnent documen~s.
It does need a fiche-to-fiche duplicator.

A duplicator 1I0uld enhance patron access

to the library's micrograp~ic depositorY'materia~s and therefore, increase their
usage.

The lalllibrary recognizes its legal responsibility to serve the public.
library staff seems committed to high standards of public service.
includes promoting
collection.

The

Such service

the depository status of the library and the library's docueents

Efforts to promote the status of tne library could wait until the documents

collection has attained a certain size.

As a depository library, the Georgia State University Law Library joins a verv select
group, less than 1 percent of all U.S. libraries, which includes the formost legal.
academic, and research libraries in the country.

Depository status is a privilege.

Efforts to promote the library's depository status and to further exploit its potential as a depository,

can only enhance the effectiveness of the library and the

prestige of the Georgia State University School of Law.
Inspected by:
Inspection date:

~'--.-:0:-..:....~~,-"""b~
__
~_'f.!+1

-!t29~~-,CfL-__

This depository
it has created
matures,
fostering
adjacent

has made an impressive start.

By bUilding a good foundation,

the beginnings of a superb legal collection.

As the collection

the law library will want to take advantage of its location by
a greater degree of cooperation among neighboring depositories and
law collections.

The depository

staff and administration should be commemded for their efforts.

It is hoped that such efforts ~i11 be continued.

Inspected

b)- ~

Inspectton date

-

0 ~(1.

~

"'I

l'l'i'''i

~'....!.~-.!..
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POSITION DESCRIPTION

POSITION TITLE:

Library AsSistant II - Microforms/Documents/Video Clerk

DEPAR~:

Reference

pURPOSE AND SCOPE
OF POSITON:

RESPONSIBLE

Management of Microform/Video Room; service to the public in the
area; responsible for processing and maintenance of documents
received through the U.S. Depository Program and other
channels.
TO:

Reference Librarian

DUTIES:
Under the superv1s10n of the Reference Librarian, the L.A.II is responsible
for serving the public in the Microform/Video Room. Specific duties include
but are not limited to: assisting patrons in locating materials and in using
the equipment; maintaining the microform equipment and supplies; shelving and
filing microforms; proving phot~copies of materials for interlibrary loan; and
preparing guides to the collection.
!
Also responsible for processing federal depository shipments: checking
shipping lis:s; claiming missing materials; keeping appropriate statistics;
processing congressional materials; filing microfiche; filing slip laws;
maintaining collections; pulling advance sheets; weeding superseded items;
requesting gift materials; and order U.S. Government documents on GPO
deposit account.
Also responsible for maintaining cassette and video tape collection.

HOURS:

QUALIFICATIONS:
College degree or relevant experience.

TO:

Orri n Walker

FROM:

Nancy

DATE:

May 18,

RE:

Reference
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I.

REFERENCES
A.

Services

.
During this past year, the Reference Staff continued,
extended.
tmpr oved many of the programs begun in the two previous years of
ope r at ton, Hopefully,
the references
service which we provide will
tlnue to bUlld on and lmprove the previous year's
achievements.
In addition
to aiding the. law students
and faculty,
the reference
staff
responds to phone que s t t ons from the Atlanta
legal conmun i ty ,
oa t l y tia s t s , we provide help in the use of the COMcatalog,
legal
materlals,
and research
techniques.
.

ana
con-

On a

The Reference

and Circulation
staff are very excited about the
the on-line
library
information
system.
OlL! was
introduced
in April on a test basis and will provide on-line
access to the
library
materials
in both the law library
and Pullen library.

t ntr ocuc t ton of OlL!,

The new Microforms Room has greatly
added to our services
in the area
of microform,
audio, and video.
Since 40 percent of our collection
is in
microformat,
the Microform ROOOlis staffed
91 hours per week.
The Reference
staff
routes materials
to the faculty and aids them in
their
research.
In order to inform the law faculty
of our new
acquisitions,
I issue a list of new books titled,
New Book Docket.
A
"Library
News" cover sheet was added in January to alert the law faculty
to new services.
The Library Bulletin
Board features
faculty
pub l i ce t i ons
and news items.
The Reference
Librarian
keeps informed of fdculty
pub I i cat ions.
In order
follow"ing'titles

to highlight
our important
holdings
and services,
were added to our Information
Series:

the

#7 Georgia legislative
Materials
#8 law Publishers
#9 Shepard's
Citators
Microform/A-V Collections
The Reference
staff conducts orientation
tours designed to familarized
entering
students
with the library.
Throughout the year, we conduct tours
for non-law students
and perspective
law students.
B.

Inter-Library

Loan

Inter-Library
loan allows a law student or faculty member to borrow
books or articles
not available
in our l ib r-ary,
Oovt cus ly , in a new law
library
with a limited
collection,
this service
is very important.
This service
is usually
initated
using a conput er t zed system (OCLC)
which facilitates
the swift acquisition
of thedeslred
mater-i al s , The
number of inter-library
loan borrowing s t at t st tcs tripled
t n the past year

- 2 (See Appendi,x A).
We borrowed heav'l
'
,
,
(104)"partlcularly
Emory Law Libra~ Y(~~o)m the law l ibr art es tn Georgia
IlbrarleS
t n Florida
(15)
Mich'
y
• We also.borrowed
from
including
one in Ontario.'
isen (1), North Carol1na (1) and others,
C.

On-Line

Databases

Both canputer-assisted
legal research
a major role in legal research
W'
systems, LEXIS and WESTLAW,play
terminal
installed
during J n'
t tn the addt t i on of the new LEXIS
over access to one of the a uary, 19B5, .students
no longer need to argue
WESTLAWas part of their LsysltemBs'I,My f i rs t-ye ar- students
were trained
on
ega
lb t oqr aphy class.
Dur inq the year
the
reference
staff
attempted
to hold training
sessions
on LEXIS.
'
In addition
databases:

to LEXIS and WESTLAW,we subscribe

to four other

- DIALOG
b t b l ioqr-apni c tnformat i on retneval
system
- ELSS -- Commerce Cle~rlng
House's database
tacking current
l eq t sl at ton i n Congress and the fifty state houses.
- PHINET --Prentice-Hall's
tax system
- RUN -- Blbllographlc
data base for research
libraries.

I I.

GOVERNMENTDOCUMENTS
The Law Library
selects
248 items offered through the U.S. Depository
Sy s t en,
These documents are offered to law libraries
without Charge as
long as we abide by the requi rements set forth in Ti t l e 44 of t ne
United States
Code.
During the past year, the number of ducuments
selected
through the system remained stablized
due to the backlog of
uncataloged
documents.
Once the backlog of paper documents are cataloged
and integrated
into the collection,
I will select additional
titles.
The Microforms
LTA assumed the receipt
and check-in of goverrment
document s, We received
1,649 paper pieces and 9,268 fiche pieces
(Appendix B).
Once the documents are recorded in the Kardex, they are
sent to Processing.
I pur cn aseo
the collection's

several
backfiles
utility:

from canmercial

publishers

to enhance

_ Congressional
Record
_ Federal Register
_ Code of Federal Regulations
The Law Library
will be part of an on-line union
for the Atlanta
area.
I have prepared the necessary
it to the Documents Librarian
at Georgia Tech.

list of item numbers
data and forwarded

- 3 -

I II.

MIC'lOFORMS/VIDEO/AUDIO
The Mic;oform/Video/Audio
collection
has becons an integral
part of our
l i b r ary S no l dt nqs . The Microforms
LTA, Jack ~iller,
has administered
the ope r at ion of the collection
and supervises
the Student assistants
(See Appe ndt ces C and D). The Microforms Roan is staffed
during all the
hours the library
is opened.
The collection
has grown to 226,270 pieces (40,460 volume equivalents);
222,024 f i cn e (27,755 volume equivalents)
and 4,035 reels of film
(12,705 volume equtval ent s) • Backfiles
of law reviews remain the most
popular
it611S in the room, along with the briefs
and records of the U.S.
Supreme Court, and the backfiles
of the C.F.R, Federal Register,
and
Congressional
Record.
With the large acqui sition
of microfiche
Minolta
Reader/Printer.
This new reader
collection.

from C.I.S.,
we acqui red a new
adds to the utility
of the

The video tapes covering
litigation
techniques
were very popular.
All
of the C.L.E. programs were taped, t nus , if an attorney
mi ssed a
session,
the attorney
could view the tape in our Video Viewing Room.
I V.

COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT
A s ubs t ant i al amount of my time was spent on collection
development.
With a new law library,
it is our responsibility
to not only acquire
current
materials,
along with older,
standard
materials.
A major
pattern
treatise
checked

effort
on my part was to enhance our primary state
reporters;
jury instructions;
state materials;
litigation
materials;
collection;
microform;
and video.
The followlng
tttles
were
on a routine
basis:
_
-

CURRENT PLl3LICATIONS IN LEGAL AND RELATEDFIELDS
LEGAL LOOSELEAFS IN PRINT
NATIONAL LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
SUB.£CT BIBLIOGRAPHIES

The automatic
acquisition
library
with law related
addi tion,
the Reference
in law-related
fields.
following:
ALI-ABA
Arneri can
American
American
Council

GATT

plan with Yankee Book Peddler provides
the
publications
as soon as they are released.
Staff receives
order slips of new publlcations
The Law Library
also has st ano inq orders
for

Arbitrati
on As soci at i on
Association
of Law School
Bar Association
of Europe

Organization

of American

PLl
Rothman Reprints
UN

States

In
the

- 4 I evaluated
gift materials
and
collection.
Finally,
with the ad ded a sma11 pe r cent age to the
GRA, we boxed and
sent approximately
75 boxes of help of the library's
unwanted books to DOAS.
V.

GOALS AND OBJ:CTlVES FOR FY 1985/86
Refe rence-1.

Maintain
reference
llbrar1ans,

2.

Provide
professional
reference
service
during
llbrary
1S opened.
The following
requirements
for AALS and ABA accreditaton.

a consistent,
rotating
reference
duty schedule
for
staff.
W1th the addition
of part-time
reference
such a schedule will be possible.
all the hours
are necessary

the

AALS 8.3(c)
-- a member school conducting
a night division
snou l o provide
adequate
professional
library
service during
the evening periOd.
ABA standard
605(b) -- the
staff,
adequate
to maintain
3.

Law Library
shall
library
services.

have a competent

Conduct training
sessions
for students
on LEXIS and WESTLAW.
These sessions
should be conducted during the day, early evening,
and week-end hours.

4. Puolicize
Networking

to students

and faculty

our non-law

data

bases.

--

Improve and expand on the sharing
of resources
among the Atlanta
and
Southeast
library
canmunity.
The benefits
of networking
can be
illustrated
through the cooperation
we maintain
with the Emory Law
Library.
Collection
Develop
structure

Development-a collection
development
our development
in all

Government
Devote

policy which will help US define
major fields
of law.

and

Documents--

additional

time

on acquiring

obscure

documents.

Video/Mi c rofo rm-Expand video
ROOOl.

equipment

and microform

cabinets

into

the

Video Viewing

- 5 FACULTYACTIVITY
1984-85
Nancy J:Jhnson
Associate
Professor
Candidate
for Tenure
I.

I I.

Research

and Other

(Dossier
Creative

sent

to Head of Tenure

Projects

A.

Contract
with Rothman Publishers
to update Sources of Compiled
Legislative
History;
to be completed late summer. 1985.

B.

Contract
co-author

with West Publishers
to revise Legal Research
with Lynn Foster;
to be completed r n 1986.

Exercises.

Publications

Quarterl

Board of Advi so rs , Le al Reference Services
1982-.
(Revi ew and solicit
manuscripts.
Assistant
Editor,
affect ing libraries

AALL Newsletter,
and lawyers).

(f)CLE:
"Legal ResearCh for the Legal
State College of Law; (offered

1983-.

:

Quarterl

(Haworth

Manual.

CLE, Geor9ia

Washington,

Teach i ng
GSU College of Law, Continuing
Legal Education.
"Legal
for the Legal Secretary
and Paralegal."
February-March.
GSU College of Law. "Legal Bibliography."
course
offered
Fall quarter.
Professional

Press),

(Column on legislation

Secretary
and Paralegal."
February-March,
1985).

(k)Manuals:
Contributor.
Federal oepositor~
Library
Goverf1T1ent Print1ng
Office.
19 5.

IV.

May 1985)

in Progress

(e)Edi torships:
Editorial
Board, Government Information
J:Jurnal
of Issues,
rends.
0 i c i es ,
(Review and solicit
manuscripts).

I I I•

Committee,

two-hour

Research
1985.

required

Activities

(a)Library
Committees:
.
5
1. Documents Automation Committee. Pullen L1bra:y,
198
2.
Committee on Personnel
Development.
Pullen L1brary.
1984-

D.C.:

- 6 (b)Professional
1.
2.
3.
4.

Committees:

Amencan Associ ation of Law Libraries.
Chai rperson,
Awards
Comrmt t ee,
Presented
Awards at AALL convention.
San Diego.
Cali fo rn i a, JJne. 1984.
Atlanta
Law Library Association.
Cont iru i nq Educ at ion Committee.
1984-35.
Southeast
Law Library
Associdtion
Georgia Library Association.
Aided in drafting
new library
legislation.
1985.

(c)Grants:
GSU Research Grant Proposal
85-076-47.
successfully
funded
Research
Office for work on the 1985 supplement
to Sources
Compiled Legislative
Histories.
Winter and Spring 1985.
(d)Papers
and Formal Presentations:
Speaker.
"Close Encounters--A
San Diego. CA. JJne 1984.

Dialog

Witn Experts."

by
of

AALL Convention.
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GPO STATISTICS
1'384/85

;>10NTH/YEAR

PAPER
PIECe:

5/84-

6/84
7/84
8/84
9/84
10/84
11/84

123
72

97
94
1~-,
..>c

139
109

FICHE
TITLE

333
83EI
'.58

973

324

1433

309
179
138

93
151

128

732

365
21211

22il1

41211
977

91
248

4/85

211
1549

C~AIMS

1257

666
205
997

12/84
1/85
2/85
3/85

TOTi.,_

FICHE
~'ItoCE

9268

1531

7
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.".!"~AL KEPORT
MICROFOR~/VIDGO DIVISION
r-'arch L 1985

Jack Miller"
In 5e~t~bec,
Rx.m.

1984, I t80k charge of the r.e~ly esta~li5hed

A:"ter ",el;:>ingplan the aC',an';2nent Jf 27 .ni crof i l:n and microf icne
6 f ; Ln a.nd f '~cr,~rcaders. , and 3 des_k

c,hinets,

of 175,COO

fiche

aCId4,000 reels of f iIm,

Mi('cofO!..~ ~o:rn, I also adver

t

yUs-sti'YlS,

and to -ss ist

(i nclud~!lg

such

library

A-V 2'-;ui?"'1ent as

ess\~nt:'al at t ach.nent s ,
collection

st udent to file,
users

t,~

holdings,

color

rroni tors,

classes;
students

assisting

Iocat ion

recorders,

re Iat ed i tars) .

To

mixers , a:od ot ner

l i brar i an , I have done
and written

which was made available

a corplete
to libracy

list
user s ,

maintainence in Microforms

reference '.ork:

library

tours foe grajuate

in the use of LEXISand WESTLAW;
and
involving such materials

the Suprane Court Recoeds and Briefs,

such as looseleafs

*library Technical

.

the reference

and the legal o::mnunity in research

microform materials,
materials

students

~~;3i.C

vi(~~ tspe

t'~

and several

to public set-vice and collection

and video, I have ,jone oonsiderable

i:1tec'Jil?,oied

with the f iche and to !fa:'l~.qin film

deve Iopnent; in the area of video tapes;

In addition

business

ans:...-r

I have order ed tripods,

Along with

of microforms/video/audio

I superv i. s ed the filing

111order to "\3:ntain serv ice in the

t-NQv i deo ca,c,el-as, fool' audio tape recorders,
make the equ i pnent nor e useful,

'.
W!lcS,

ised st.udent s ass ist ent ;ositions;

s2',,'e:-al app l i cant s ; and hi r ed five

aiding

~i~rofol~

and pdnted

and eegional digests.

Assistant_Microforms/Documents/Video

Supervisor

as

:'n,

cJa:_m~r>;jof 247 gC""",,--cc,2nt'b;l.lnent
in f>rint C'Lmi';DA·xm.

title,;

This n2':ess:t'te-j

r",,-,,),d of ser i a l s t"Dl,jings

the

libl'acy's

.....tt

the :x,; li~rar-i--.';'1ether

the han.lEn:; anj -a~nt2n'in=e of the

In the fl.:Jntr,5 al-lead, t~c ~:,"'n)fo~" ':)
.....

~·E'Ce~'
..ed ~

.I'\

,_.~
11 'nclu~'-o;:;::t Faxon

II..-.i.

.i.l

'....

J

,

an -~l' ne
......'

•

.1

in the libca~:y; and Ol.Ll, an C<11ine pob l ic aCC255

hol'::iigs, i'1-f"Y~8SS files,

and current

f

,

ser ia Is ,

MICrtCFO~M

RC;C:l'l

L:SE

STAT1STICS

~'3'34/8
IYJC:-J 'l

rl /.

(Et=l P.

FILM

FIC>,E

VIDi::O

10/84
1 1/2,~

50
57

; 12
cc

12/d4t

~5

14

13

1 / r~"::'
,~("S
~,
=5
4 i t: 5

i.,';1

~&

15

ro T'~L

-~

32
43

AUDIO

G;::;~'E~AL
REFEP'::"JCE

~.
~.
.. -"
IE.

c:

'j

137
1 ,,'-'
- e-

87
120

,-'

~f

-~
.;",J

1.37

~,3

44

4~

5.<1

1-~
-:>'-'

47

51

...S

21

151

::30

:=-37

214

-~

~20

'3~2
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~lICROFORM

ROOM

USE

STATISTICS

FILM

FICHE

1'384/13

MONTH/YEAR

ii/34

50
57

J2/8-,+

25

i/85
2JSS
3/-35
4/35

43
5'3

10/-94

TOTAL

112

35
14
28

-~
.oJ

VIDEO
32
43

i3
15
37

33

'+4

42

47

51

49

3'30

237

320

AUDIO

GENERAL
REFEilENCE
15
137
51
125
15
'37
25
130
.35
137
50
135
21
151

214

'31212

D

APPE:\OIX

JOB TITLE:

E

REf'ERE~KE LIBRARIA'Il-- NANCY JOr"'lSQN

O~~'lIZATICNAL

RELATIONSHIP:

Reports to the Law Librarian
Supervises Microfocn Documents/Video

LTA

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
I • REFERENCE
A.
B.
C.
II.

COLLECTION
A.

B.
C.
D.

III.

Answers
catalog,
Prepares
Responds

patrons' inquiries, assists in use of digests, indexes , CX:t'1
and other library materials.
bibliographies.
to phone questions from the Atlanta le"al orJn~unity.

~IrELOPMENT

Selects rraterials from current and retrospective bibliographic
sources for entire library collection. This t=sk involves
screening publishers' catalogs, along with numerous acquisition
tools. Selects from duplicate lists from other libraries.
Deterrrines fate of superseded materials.
Evaluates gift
materials.
Reviews all new books.
C~~iles New Books Docket.
In the process of 'Nriting collection development policy for the
law library collection.

INTERLIBRA.1<Y LOAN
Responsible for borrowing materials from other libraries for faCUlty,
students, or library use.

IV.

WESTL.l>J'i
AND LEXIS TRAINING
Trains 1.- .. students and aids students and faculty in individual
searches.

V.

DEVELOPMENT
Compiles

IV.

GOIERNMENT
A.

B.

Of'

INFORMATION SERIES

bibliographies,

collection development

series, user's aids.

DJCUMENTS

Administers U.S. Government DePOSl. tory -- selects items and currently
routes materials to technical services.
Provides reference service with documents.

VII.

VIDEO AND MICROFORM

A.
B.

Responsible for the video and microform operations, along with
Supervlslng aLTA.
OCcasionally staff microform room and aid patrons in uSing the
equ i pnent ,

FACULTY SERVICES

VIII.

Routes materials to faCUlty and aids in research.
IX.

TEACHING

A.
B.
C.

X.

Teaches one section of Le]al Bibliography (fall quarter).
Teaches law revieN and ~t
court research seninars.
Tour groups through library.

LIBRARY

FlJLICIES

Aids in planning and evaluating library policies and services.

XI.

ONLINE

SEARCHING

Performs online searching in non-legal and legal data bases.

XII.

CIRCULATION

OCcasionally

staffs circulation desk.

APPEl\DIX "

POSITIO~ DESCRIPTIO~
POSITION
TITLE:

Library Technical
Video Supervisor

DEPARTME!\"'T:

Reference

Pt1RPOSE AND
SCOPE OF
POSITION:

MaMgement of Microform/\'ideo Room; service to the
public in the area; respo~sible for processing and
maintenance of doc~ents
received through the C.S.
Depository Progra~ and other channels.

RESPONSIBLE TO:

Reference Librarian

DUTIES:

Under the supervision of the Reference Librarian
the L.T.A. is responsible for serving the public in
the Hicrofonr./\·ideo Room.
Specific duties include
but are not l~.ited to:
assisting patrons in locating materials and in using the equip~ent; maintaining
the microform equip~ent and supplies; shelvirg and
filing ~icroforms; pro,iding photoco?ies of tateri.ls
for inter! Lbrary loan; and preparing guides to the
collection.

Assistant--Hicroforms/Doc~entsl

Also respocsible for processing federal de?ository
sh i pcent s; checking shipping lists; claicing e t ssi ng
materials; keeping ap,ropriate statistics; processing
congresdonal
n.at erLaLs ; filing microfiche; filing
51 ip Lavs ; request ing gift rnaterials; and ordering
U.S, Gover~~ent documents on GPO deposit account,
A'...50 r e s poris a'ble for
tape collection.

ai~t'1'ning
mole

c,c.<.ettec~d viceo

Also responsible for supervt sLng student assistants:
hiring, scheduling, training, evaluating, ano terminating student assistants.

QUAl IFICA TIONS:

College degree or relevant experience,

ANNUAL REPORT
Jack Miller-Library
Technical Assistant

May 11, 1983

For the seven months since the library opened I have been involved in
more than one department;
services,

hence my report encompasses

my chief area of employment,

not only technical

but also reference and circulation.

I shall first outline my duties and the progress we have made in technical
services.

Then, I shall make a general accounting

of my work in other depart-

mant s ,

Technical

Services

The technical

services department

hired by the law librarian,
that time my duties
included

targeting

the materials

I was the only staff member in the department.

checking the materials

into the shelflist, dating,

for security purposes,

for shelving.

At

and federal

stamping,

and labeling and classifying

The bulk of the bound volumes consisted of repor-

ters on the state and federal level, replacement
regional

When I was

included processing bound volumes and other materials.

This work

the materials

came into being rapidly.

digests.

volumes for state codes, and

At that time the core of the basic law col lec-

tion was still being developed.
When the technical
almost

immediately.

in other aspects

services librarian was hired, we began cataloging

I was trained to search the DeLe online system and to aid

of cataloging

those materials

gress as well as those classified
After
Library,

moving

classified by Library

of eon-

only by other institutions.

the DeLe terminal from the main library at Pullen

we were able to process numerous materials

to the Law

that required cataloging.

The technical

services libra'
h
r1an as statistics to convey the amount of items

processed.
The next major addition to technical
len of the Kardex
library

records.

When this was done, every item entering the law

could be entered either into the Kardex, the shelflist, or both.

tain monographic

records that are updated as "ell.
w

over 1,000 items into the Kardex monthly.

In 1983 I was entering

Th ese i terns inc 1uded bound volumes,

sheets, pocket parts, looseleaf services, journals, law reviews, etc.

The steady acceleration

of new subscriptions,_

large sets of digests and codes made it necessary
member

The

not only for serials, continuations ,an d per i0di ca 1s, but cer-

Kardex accounts

advance

services was the transfer from Pul-

to help with cataloging and

view, hire,

and supervise

cessing as targeting,

DeLe

and the arrival of several
to hire an additional

searching.

staff

I was also able to inter-

two part-time student assistants to aid in such pro-

labeling, and stamping new materials.

Their diligent

work and typing of labels allowed more time for the detailed job of improving
the Kardex
Early

and attending

to cataloging.

in 1983 I also was required to take over the accounting and approv-

ing of invoices.

This task was initially difficult

for several reasons, some

correctable,

some not.

First, the Kardex records received from Pullen were in

considerable

disarray.

Some records were missing;

some were misfiled;

some

were arranged

by service, some not; some had not been properly updated; many

were recorded

on the wrong kind of card, i.e. the wrong time period card or

on a card without
that resulted

the necessary information space provided.

from the inconsistency

ceived was considerable.
compounded

the problem.

for and abbreviating
labyrinth,

puzzling

The confusion

between records and actual materials

re-

Then, the addition of invoices and payment records
The idiosyncracies

of many publishers

in accounting

materials, combined with unclear records became a growing
even to technical services.

Promise
materials

of a bookkeeper

and old problems

to be checked

from the Kardex

can be proud
materials.
carefully

and

pa

Even with 1,000 items a month

id f

or, some order is taking shape in

My own goal is to restructure and remove the obacurity

records.

not catalogued

gives hope that the spiral of new

can be sorted out.

in, processed,

technical services.

and new staff

I also plan to return to cataloging those materials

by Library

of Congress.

of having handled
It is essential

a foundation

F ran kl y, I think technical services

so thoroughly such a rush of new and unorganized

in these early stages of development

upon which a large, expanding

in a way both law students

to build

co 11 ection can be ordered

and the legal community can readily understand.

Other departments
My duties

have always included assistance

departments.
service,

Originally,

basic

reference

not available,
itself,
etc.

in the circulation and reference

I assisted in filing looseleaf materials,
service--especially

when the reference librarian was

and even such basic tasks as shelving,

picking

up books, filing microfiche,

I also helped

to supervise

check out

tending to the librsry

withdrawing

superceded materials,

the reserve collection.

Some of these duties have been alleviated by student assistsnts.
the growing

requirements

concentration.

Nonethless,

with law materials
making,idecisions

concerning

circulation

policy, the reserve materials,

and how best to serve the law school.

arrange-

This library ia

the needs of the University.

the projected

is imperative

since I am currently earning s J.D., I am familiar

the parts of which need to work together in a vital way if it is

to serve adequately
With

more time and

and am often needed to assist library patrons or to help in

ment of the collection,
an organism,

of technical services have necessitated

Also,

increase in space, law students and law materials,

to have staff members familiar with the law library and the

it

materials

available.

technical

services

It is for this reason that the law librarian and the
librarian

have reserved part of my schedule for public

service.

Other goals
As a fledgling
diverse

library

experience,

plan to cooperate
student

enrollment

cause crowding
reference,
Nonetheless,

law library

staffed by personnel from many bac~rounds

there is, in the year ahead, much to learn.

as fully as possible with the needs of the law school.
will nearly

double next year.

and
We
The

This increased volume will

and a much heavier work flow, especially in circulation, in

and in the use of reserve materials for twice the courses now offered.
we believe

growth of the collection

our projections

concerning

will meet the new demands.

staff, schedule, and the

